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A 14,500-mile, three-week trip to
Latin America by 28 Catholic and
Protestant clergy and lay persons
began February 2 in New York and
ended there on February 20. The
Reverend John P. Gatzak, Newman
Chaplain at Trinity College and the
University of Hartford, was one of
those who participated in this
monumental adventure to see a
religious revolution.
The trip, Father Gatzak explain-
ed, was sponsored by the Ar-
chdiocese of Hartford and the
Hartford Seminary Foundation,
and was in conjunction with a two-
part seminar course in which he was
involved. The first part consisted of
purely-academic study of the libera-
tion of theology, held in the tradi-
tional classroom setting. The se-
cond part involved the seminar tour
itself, Father Gatzak continued, the
three-yveek journey to Puerto
Rico, Brazil and Nicaragua.
. T h e purpose of tnis trip, related
' t he Catholic priest, was "to ex-
Faculty Accepts
New Department
Theatre and Dance To Merge
ffsinpractice Tor thSxHtfrorn-" .:'•
He went on to say that "Jesus
Christ as the model for liberation of
theology is the one who liberates.
His mission was a mission of
liberation-freeing people from op-
pression. Throughout His whole
ministry, He was very much con-
cerned with oppression, especially
with oppression of the poor. And if
the church is going to be true to its
mission following in the footsteps
of Jesus, then it must take upon
itself the call of liberation of
theology - to liberate the poor."
This does not mean, however,
that other segments of society
aren't also oppressed, explained
Father Gatzak. He pointed out that
even college students can be op-
pressed for a number of reasons, in-
cluding alienation from themselves
and from each other.
After providing the Tripod with a
brief background to the expedition,
Father Gatzak began to recount
highlights of each of the three coun-
tries he visited with the other
reverends, sisters, lay workers and
theology students. The three-week
adventure began in San Juan, Puer-
to Rico, the first of four major
cities on the itinerary. There,
Father Gatzak was able to view the
complex political situation of the
island, in which some struggle for
Puerto Rico's complete in-
dependence from the United States,
others favor status quo (existence
with the U.S.), and stilt others favor
statehood. While there, the group
lived in a retreat house, run by the
Capuchin Order of Friars, original-
ly from Pennsylvania. It is located
on a 42-acre hillside with a
panoramic view of the city. Tourists
can spend over $100 a day in a hotel
and fail to have as spectacular a
view of the ocean front, remarked
Father GaUak.
The group followed * tight but
comfortable .schedule i« Paerte
eewtfensed on pm« 3
Mark Miranda, Class of '81, selling buttons In Mather Campus
Center in anticipation of Awareness Day on Thursday.
photo by Peter Stinson
Security, Constitution
' • ' • ' • • • • • . • + * . " - • • " . : ' • ' • • ' . '
Security measures 'and constitu-
tional amendments were the main
focus of discussion at S.G.A.'s last
meeting on Tuesday, April 14, in
Hamlin Hall.
Security Director Michael
Schweighoffer and two other
security representatives were pre-
sent at the meeting to answer ques-
tions from S.G.A. members and to
address some specific security pro-
blems at Trinity. In response to a
motion to establish a student-run
escort service, Schweighoffer
pointed out that the administration
would not favor such a proposal
because it would put students in a
"high-risk situation" by using
security or their own cars. He also
stated that Trinity is presently
receiving the maximum protection
that this budget can afford.
In light of the fact that there are
700 housebreaks per month in the
city of Hartford, the S.G.A. feels
that Trinity Security is doing an ex-
tremely good. job. The security
budget, in addition, will be expand-
ed next year to allow for the ac-
quisitions of another Security Of-
ficer as well as another security car.
The Security Office has drawn up
new Campus Violation Tickets.
These tickets are marked by in-
creases in fines for reckless driving
and parking in fire and handicap
zones, as well as the addition of
fines for overtime parking, misuse
of decal, driving on lawns and
continued on page 3
By Richard P. Dahling
Four years of in depth study of
the Arts at Trinity ended one week
ago when the Faculty, at its regular
April meeting unanimously approv-
ed the creation of a major in
Theatre and Dance, to be im-
plemented during the 1982-83
academic year.
The basic plan of the inter-
disciplinary major was developed
by Theatre Arts Professor Roger
Shoemaker and Dance Professor
Judy Dworin. They worked closely
with the Curriculum Committee,
providing advice on courses and re-
quirements for the major.
Kenneth Lloyd-Jones, Professor
of Modern Languages and Chair-
man of the Curriculum Committee
spoke highly of the proposal at the
meeting, noting that the major
"will consolidate and highlight the
place of the performing arts at
Trinity." Terming the new major
1
 ' a cademic a l ly-or ien ted and
intellectually-defensible," Lloyd-
Jones enthusiastically endorsed the
proposal, which passed with no
debate. It must now win acceptance
from the Trustees before implemen-
tation can begin.
In conjunction with the major,
the Faculty approved the Educa-
tional Policy Committee (EPC)
proposal that called for the creation
of a Department of Theatre and
Dance which will have four full-
time staff members, with each con-
centration having one tenure track
position. Essentially, the proposal
has no effect on present staffing. It
also won quick approval from the
Faculty at the meeting.
A proposal to establish a Depart-
ment of Music was also offered by
the EPC too, in the words of Chair-
man Frank Kirkpatrick, "provide
symmetry of the arts at Trinity."
Presently, music is considered a
program which precludes faculty
from holding tenure track positions
in this area. The Department would
be structured with three staff
members; a non-tenured Artist-in-
Residence, one full-time tenure
track position and a chairman, a
tenure track position to be filled by
a "senior faculty member with
broad experience in the field of
music."
Questions were raised as to the
desirability of this structure.
Specifically, objections to the
EPC's procedure and consideration
of present staff members were rais-
ed by Gerald Mosheil, Assistant
Professor of Music and Diane Zan-
noni, Assistant Professor of
Economics. While Mosheil welcom-
ed the EPC's goal of creating a
Department of Music, he expressed
concern that no one in the depart-
ment had been consulted on the
proposed structure. He also ques-
tioned the desirability of hating a
"senior" faculty member to- the
program.
Zannoni was critical of the EPC's
tactics. She noted that apparently
the proposal ignored possible future
implications for staff members.
Specifically, Zannoni emphasized
that the requirements for depart-
ment chairman would pose a poten-
eontlnued on page 4
Bright Futures Seni<
By Lisa Koenig
"This looks like a successful year
for the class of 1981 in both
employment and graduate studies,"
Cheryl Ives of the Career Counsel-
ing Office (CCO) reports. The of-
fice is continually receiving more
news and the month of May should
look even brighter.
The information received from
various seniors is scattered at the
moment. In two weeks the CCO
will issue the Senior Survey and this
will help make the reports more
organized and definite. Christopher
Shinkman, Director of Career
Counseling, said that the outcome
of the survey from the past few
y«ars has been generally good and
he expects that approximately 75
percent of the class will respond.
The following medical schools
have already accepted Trinity
students: Rochester, Case Western
Reserve, Harvard, Pennsylvania
State, Stanford, Cornell, University
of Florida* University of Connec-
t icu t , H a h n e m a n n , George
Washington, Medical College of
New Jersey, University of Vermont,
UCLA, University of California at
Davis, Temple, Jefferson, Pitt-
sburgh, and Georgetown.
Trinity students interested in law
have received admissions (to date)
at Yale, Harvard, New York
University, William and Mary,
Washington and Lee, St, John's,
Boston College, Washington
University, St. Louis, and New
York Law School.
Brown University has accepted at
least one Trinity student for their
Masters Program in Social
Sciences. Fletcher, John Hopkins,
and Columbia University have
already admitted members of the
class of 1981 for their Masters Pro-
grams in International Relations.
Other Master Programs that Trinity
students will possibly be involved in
are Physical Therapy and Special
Education.
Many Trinity students graduating
this year are not planning to con-
tinue their schooling next year,
however. Shinkman expressed that
a fair-sized portion of the class will
work full-time, or part-time, during
the upcoming year. So far Trinity
students have been offered jobs
from Connecticut General In-
surance Company in Hartford,
U.S. Trust in New York, Aetna Life
and Casualty, Marine Midland
Bank in New York, Proctor and
continued on page 6
Cheryl Ives, Associate Director of
Career Counseling.
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The fall semester of 1981 will
initiate a new program in
Educational Studies. The program
includes courses that examine
education from the perspectives of
philosophy, sociology, psychology,
and history. Education courses are
cross-listed with other depart-
ments and programs and for
the first time students can plan
coordinate majors in education.
Teacher preparation is available
through a joint program with the
University of Hartford. The
catalogue description provides
more details about the program in
Educational Studies. I will be
happy to discuss it with you.
Summer Job
The Buildings and Grounds
Department is now accepting
applications from Trinity un-
dergraduates for summer em-
ployment. Categories of work
include ground care, painting,
mechanical helpers, and general
cleaning.
These summer jobs are open to
undergraduate students who are
planning to re-enroll for the 1981-
82 academic year. Preference will
be given to those students receiving
financial aid, The work period is
from June 1 through August 28.
Applicants must be able to start
work on June 1 and work at least
through August 14.
Interested students are en-
couraged to pick up applications at
B&G, 238 New Britan Avenue, as
soon as possible. Those selected
will be" notified during the first
week of May, Deadline for ap-
plications is April 30
Work Study
A reminder that applications for
summer Work Study jobs can be
picked up at the Financial Aid
Office. Deadline is April 24,
Students will be notified by May 1,
On campus summer job op-
portunities are posted on the
Financial Aid bulletin board,
T.W.O
The Trinity Women's
Organization (TWO) will be
meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the
Women's Center. We will be
discussing plans for the last events
of this semester and will be
planning for next year. It is im-
portant that we get lots of student
input since we are in the process of
defining the group. We need
leaders, discussion, and energy.
Newcomers are invited and en-
couraged to attend this inforiinal
meeting. Come and sit in on a




will meet Wednesday, April 22, in
Alumni Lounge at 4:15 p.m.
Seniors Maria Hexter, Paula Sarro,
Paul Velardi and Tim Rosa will
discuss their senior thesis topics.




Competition among the ten
contestants for the F.A. Brown
Awards in Public Speaking will be
held in Seabury 16, Wednesday,
April 22 at 7:15 p.m. Anyone
wishing to hear the competition is
most welcome to attend.
Scholarship
Post-Newsweek Stations, Inc,
provides scholarships to students
majoring in a course of study that
will prepare one for a management
career in broadcasting, such as
business management, marketing,
television production, journalism
or electronic engineering. Students
must be rising juniors. Awards will
average $1,000 and will be given for
the two final academic years of a
student's enrollment. For more
information and applications,
contact the Financial Aid Office.
Farm Market
"The FarmMarkets have been so
successful at bringing good food to
the city and at providing viable
markets for small farmers, that we
are really excited about the op-




The projects which the interns
will pursue include cheesemaking,
direct marketing from fanners to
institutions and food co-ops, meat
and poultry processing, small scale
commercial canning, and root
cellars.
"Each student will choose a
project, investigate similar projects
in other parts of the country, assess
local conditions in Connecticut,
and write a report with recom-
mendations for implementation,"
said Taylor. "We will publish the
reports as part of our "Feeding the
Future" series," she continued.
Feminism
and Politics
On Tuesday, April 21, Marilyn
Waring will speak twice at Hart-
ford College For Women. Waring,
a global feminist and the only
female member of the ruling party
in New Zealand's parliament, is
currently a fellow at Harvard;s
Institute of Politics. Last summer,
she was a New Zealand delegate to
the United Nations Decade for
Women's Conference in
Copenhagen, where she presented
a paper.
At 4:15, she will speak, to
students only, on The Case for
Global Feminism. At 7:30 her talk,
Political Activism: The Price and
Reward, is open to the public. Both




A meeting for all students in the
Class of 1983 who may wish to
consider the major in History —




S.N.E.T.C.O, will be in the
Mather Lobby on the following
days to take back youf telephones:
Thurs. May 21st 9:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Fri. May 22nd 9:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Sat, May 23rd 9:00 a.m.-l :00 p.m.
M.on. May25th 9:00a.m.-l:00p.m.
If you are unable to drop your
phone off at those times, take, your
phone to a Phonecenter Store or to
a Fotomat. The Front desk can not
accept vour telephones for pickup.
ConnPSKG Republican Club Library
Students interested in summer or
fall internships are invited to an
informal meeting with Jack Hale,
Executive Director of the Con-
necticut Public Interest Reasearch
Group (ConnPIRG). Hale will
begin the meeting with a general
description of the ConnPIRG in-
ternship program followed by a
more specific presentation of paid
summer internships in food and
agriculture development and
summer or fall internships for
acedemic credit.
During the summer of 1981,
XotinPIRG is offering six paid in-
ternships to research possibilities
for increasing the degree to which
Connecticut farmers can meet the
needs of Connecticut consumers.
Areas of research will include
marketing to institutions and food
co-ops, commercial canning, meat
and poultry processing, cheese
making, and root storage. Each
intern will prepare a report for
publication as part of ConnPIRG's
"Feeding the Future" series.'
The meeting will be held in
Goodwin Lounge between 4 and 5
p.m. on Wednesday, April 22.
Students who are unable to attend
the meeting but are interested in an
internship may contact ConnPIRG
directly at 524-8312.
Post Office
To alj Seniors — Harold
Vaughan, Postmaster, requests that
seniors be responsible for changing
the addresses of all their correspon-
dence. The Trinity College Post Of-
ticv will not be responsible tor
graduating seniors' mail
COPE
Trin's Republican Club will, have
an important meeting Tuesday,
21st, Seabury 9-1' (the film room),
7:30. Topics: Saturday's state-wide
convention, Sunday's N.E. Con-
vention at Trin., officer electing,
constitution approving. Free beer,
snacks. Contact Box 627 if can't
make it.
Bike for Sale
Bicycle for sale: ladies' light
weight frame, 10 speed, 21'/* inch
bottochia, blue, fully recon-
ditioned. Asking $140. Call Hillary
at 249-6.977.
Hostage Talk
On Tuesday, April 21, 1981, at 8
p.m. in the Washington Room,'
former Iranian hostage Victor Tom-
seth will be speaking. His lecture is
entitled "444 Days in Captivity —
Why America Was Held Hostage."
A short question and answer session
will follow the speech. Admission is
free and all are invited to attend.
The event is sponsored by the
SGPB.
Tomseth is, a native of Spring-
field, Oregon. His official title was
Assistant Charge d'Affaires, and he
was second in command to Bruce
Laingen. Along with Laingen and
another U.S. official, Tomseth's
captivity was a little less rigorous
than those of the other captives,
since they were being held in a
separate location. His lecture Tues-
day night will deal not with his
actual experiences during those 444
da>b, but with the events and
reasons that led to the actual crisis.
Booksale
Trinity College Library Booksale
will be held in the Library lobby,
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday,
April 22, 23, and 24. The sale
begins Wednesday, 10:00 a.m. and
ends Friday 4 p.m. The books are
not arranged by subject and their
prices which will vary daily, will be
displayed in sales area. Sales, are
strictly cash and carry. No pre-
views. Unsold books will be
discarded.
National Defense
ISSUES REVISION OF ANTI-
GAY POLICY: DISCHARGE
NOW MANDATORY FOR ALL
HOMOSEXUALS.
We will continue pleging
allegiance to the Flag. Out of hope,
not pride. For we are an "oppressed
group. Attacked by the govern-
ment, restrained through the
Church, molested in the classroom,
and occasionally wounded at the
kitchen table.
Unlike Women or Blacks,
however, we are invisible. Even
this is not a blessing, since many of
us would rather hide than unite. At
Trinity, a much greater proportion
chooses to hide. Cursing (softly)
into the wind.
We, the people of Eros, feel that
college is a time to grow as well as
learn. We meet once a week to
discuss feelings. Perhaps the only
thing we have in common is our
belief in freedom of sexuality.
If your growth is being stunted
by Trinity's stagnate atmosphere
then contact us. We do not confuse




Volunteers are trained [or
teaching Project COPE courses in
job readiness, stress management
and personal care. Trainees for
career counselors are also needed.
ONEWAY, STANDBY
NY TO LUXEMBOURG
Luxembourg to New York return ticket, with confirmed
reservation: $249.50 {Vz normal round trip fare) when
purchased with standby fare. Free wine with dinner, cognac
after. Prices effective through May 14,1981, subject to change
and government approval. Purchase tickets in the U.S.A.
See your travel agent or call Icelandair. In New York City 757-8585-
elsewhere call 800-555-1212 for the toll free number in your area '
ICELANDAIR
NOW MORE THAN EVER YOUR
BEST VALUE TO EUROPE
IFC Schedules Field Day,
Debates Relations With College
The Trinity Tripod, April 21, 1981, Page 3
by Nancy Funk
The (fraternities of Trinity
College will be sponsoring a Field
Day for neighborhood children on
Sunday, April 26. The plans for
this event, Awareness Day, and
College-Fraternity relations were
discussed during an Inter-
Fratemity Council meeting, held
on Sunday, April 12.
Tom Chase, President of the
I.F.C., announced that the
fraternities "endorse Awareness
Day one-hundred percent" and
some plan on having a picnic out
on the Quad that day, instead of
eating inside their fraternity houses
as usual,
The Field Day will involve events
such as races, contests, and booths.
Approximately five or six local
schools and several area churches
will be notified of this coming
event. Announcements will also be
distributed to the Soulhside
Neighborhood News and the
Hartford Courant.
Beginning at one in the af-
ternoon, the Field Day will be held
mostly on the baseball field, near
the tennis courts. The children arc
to be directed towards the Ferris
Athletic Center, parts of which will
be available for their use. Signs will
be posted throughout the campus
and some sort of central in-
formation booth will be established
as well for their benefit. Most
events will be free, although some
may involve a small charge. The
winners of the events will be an-
nounced at the end of the day, and
small prizes, such as ribbons, will
be distributed.
Chase feels that it would be
beneficial if other groups on
campus would sponsor additional
events. The Residential Assistants
are attempting to organize some
event involving the pairing-up of
children with Trinity students.
There was much discussion at
the meeting concerning the
statement from the College on the
guidelines between fraternities and
the College, which was just sub-
mitted to the fraternities by the
administration. The statement
included about ten rules which are
intended to clarify which
regulations must be observed by
the fraternities. Several members
of the I.F.C. voiced objections to
some of the rules and felt that they
should be protested, while others
agreed with the statement, and
desired to inform the ad-
ministration of this.
Next week, the I.F.C. intends to
publish a newsletter. The frater-
nities also plan to sponsor events
during Spring Weekend, but have





Spring Weekend, the second weekend in May, is ap-
proaching. Cara Buchcnheimeri President of the Student Govern-
ment Planning Board, recently outlined the proposed schedule.
On Friday, Ma/ 8, there will be a dance with music by the
"Crayons," a New Wave group, Saturday, on the Quad, a jazz
band will be featured and the fraternities will sponsor various
events. On Sunday, May 10, concerts will be given on the Life
Sciences Quad by the "Fools," a New Wave group, and "NRBQ,"
which plays several different types of music.
Tickets for unlimited beer on Saturday and Sunday of Spring
Weekend, costing $3-50 each, will be sold the week t>efore in
Mather Campus Center Hall. Spring Weekend frisbees and T-shirts
will also be sold that week in Mather.
Phi Beta Kappas Selected
by Margaret Henderson
Seventeen seniors were elected
to the Trinity College Chapter of
Phi Beta Kappa on April 13.
Faculty and seniors elected to the
honor society last semester voted
on the admittance of the new
members, according to Phi Beta
Kappa Secretary Robert C.
Stewart, Professor of Mathematics,
The society elects members of
the senior class after the sixth,
seventh and eight semesters. The
seniors who have most recently
achieved this honor are: Robert
John Aiello, David I. Albin, Barry
Dale Bergquist, Martha Grochin,
James Morris Brown, III, Robert
Eugene Chudy, Jr., Maryanne Rose
Dobek, Neil George Dunay,
Michael David Freedman, Ross
Owen Goldberg, Kathryn Jane
Harris, Lisa Susan Lewis, James
Burton Longenbach, Michael
David Reiner, Gary Michael
Reisfield, Paula May Sarro, and
Sidnie Ann White.
These new members will be
initiated into the society on May 5.
Stewart said that the chapter
may elect up to ten percent of the
graduating class. The final
initiation will take place May 23,
the day before graduation.
Phi Beta Kappa, a national
honor society founded in 1776, is
dedicated to humane scholarship,
Members are elected from among
students who have achieved the
highest general scholastic standing.
The Trinity Chapter, Beta of
Connecticut, was chartered from
the Yale Chapter , Alpha of
Connecticut, in 1845. It is the
eighth oldest Phi Beta Kappa






The S.G.A. Food Committee
met last Friday at 3:00 p.m. in Wean
L o u n g e . C a r o l K l c e n i i U l , t h e
Food
.Service at Trinity, who was present
at the meeting, announced that she
is being transferred from the
Hartford branch to another
branch. The previous manager at
Trinity, Jeff Wilson, has returned
to the school and will start of-
ficially at the end of this academic
year. The Food Committee would
like to thank Carol for her work
and cooperation during the year
and wish her the best at her new
job.
In response to student resent-
ment concerning the shortening of
the Cave's operating hours, from
11:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. Monday
through Friday, a questionnaire has
been made available in the dining
area of the Cave for student
feedback on this issue. The results
of these questionnaires will be
tabulated and hopefully the hours
will be extended. But there must be
enough student response to use as
evidence in order to bring this
change about. Please take the time
to fill one out.
Among other issues discussed
was the price of the 19 meal plan,
which will go up by approximately
15 percent next year from the
current price. This increase is
mainly due to the rising rate of
inflation. Also, the students who
were accidentally charged an
additional $30.00 to their 19 meal
plan bill, at the beginning of the
semester, have all been reimbursed
by Trinity.
In order to facilitate changes in
the current daily meal plan menus
at Saga, the committee has drawn
up a survey which will be given out
during Monday and Tuesday
meals. The survey will 'attempt to
find out what entrees, vegetables,
desserts, and items in the salad bar
students like and would like to see
more of as well as ones they would
like to see eliminated. Once again
the committee asks for cooperation
of all students.
Father John Gatzak celebrating mass in the Crypt Chapel recently. phulo by I K. Hardy
Trinity Priest Experiences Culture
continued from page 1
Rico of tours and talks. A walking
visit was made to La Pcrla-tiicrally
"The PearP'-the poor, dilapidated
section of San Juan slums on the
beach, into which even the police
seldom venture. Here the First hints
of poverty became apparent to the
group, Father Gatzak noted. The
Reverend Venard Kanfush, pastor
there for 24 years, guided the tour,
SGA Amends, Revises Constitution
continued from page 1
pedestrian areas, excessively-loud
sound devices, roaming animals, lit-
i^ering, and discharging of
fireworks. Seliweighoffer lias asked
for the recommendations of the
S.Ci.A. concerning these misde-
meanor fines.
Possible ways to curb the ex-
cessive speed and amount of traffic
on Vernon Street was brought up at
'he meeting and discussed.
Everyone present agreed thai the
current situation on Vermin Street
was a hazard lo students frequen-
ting the area. Representative Todd
Beatt described Vernon Street as (he
"Indianapolis Speedway" of Hart-
ford and believed thai a blinking
yellow light would ease the ex-
cessive speed of cars using the road.
The proper authorities at Trinity
and City Hall arc vuirrcnily being
contacted to we if a lighi can be
erected on Verrwn 5tre«, as a
result.
The S.G.A. Constitution is
presently undergoing revision and
any student input, in the form of
amendments, would be deeply ap-
preciated by the S.G.A.. An
amendment to delete the authorityof
the Vice-President to sign check re-
quests, for example, was passed in
the belief that bookkeeping would
be made simpler. In an effort to
centralize committee workings and
enhance the position of the Vice
President, an amendment was pass-
ed which would allow he or she to
"serve as an ex-officio member to
the S.G.P.B., Budget, and Elec-
tions committees and a voting
member of every other S.G.A. com-
mittee."
Another morion to merge the
Consitutions Committee and the
Procedures Committee under the
chairmanship of thrVice President,
who would be the new Parliamen-
tarian, failed because the majority
oi' members felt thai (he Vice Presi-
dent would not necessarily be the
most qualified candidate for the
position of Parliamentarian. Others
felt that the present position of the
V.P. was extremely weak and that
he/she had no real tangible work or
responsibilities, according to the
constitution, and should be made in-
to a more worthwhile position.
Still another amendment was
passed which allows the Secretary
to bring complaints before the
Steering Board when a member has
exceeded h i s / he r absence
allowance, Finally, an amendment
requiring S.G.A. members to serve
on at least one committee and to
maintain communication with
his/her constituents was passed
unanimously.
The S.G.A. Will meet again
tonight in Hamlin Hall at 10:00
p.m. and will continue its revision
of the constitution, discuss plans
for Awareness Day, and other
issues.
moreover, where Father Gatzak
perceived that despite the lack of
physical conveniences (what we
might consider necessities) the peo-
ple were friendly, happy, busy
repairing and building homes, and
widening paths. The workers were
quick to show off their work as a
product of their hands, in addition
Father Gatzak found nothing to
support the common belief that the
Puerto Ricans are a lazy people, as
a result.
The group also met with Cardinal
Luis Aponte Martinex, Archbishop
of San Juan, who informed thm
that up to 80% of Puerto Rico's
population of 3.5 million people is
on food stamps. Food "coupons"
on the island are almost as common
as national currency, and are traded
in the black market. He further
stated that the poverty is largely due
to U.S. maintenance of the people
on food stamps. He also noted that
if the U.S. were to discontinue this
government social-welfare pro-
gram, people would not be lulled in-
to inactivity, but would be given the
incentive to work and to better
themselves. They would have the
freedom to value their human digni-
ty. He thus inferred that the U.S. is
intentionally holding the people of
the island slaves through a system
which keeps them dependent and
relatively content.
Father Gatzak characterized the
church in Puerto Rico as not wan-
ting to see controversy among its
people, it is an example of the tradi-
tional Catholic church not willing
to take a stand politically, and it
constituted a rather disappointing
prologue to the trip, because there
was little evidence that the church's
revolutionary liberation theology
had reached North American
shores, he noted. On the Caribbean
island, the historic alliance of the
church with the establishment per-
sists, contradicting the church's
new political-social activism. The
clergy is discouraged from becom-
ing involved in politics. Jn short, it
is the "traditional pastoral church
tending its flock," Father Gatzak
concluded.
Puerto Rico was only the
preview. The main attraction would
begin in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, con-
tinue in San Paulo, Brazil, and
culminate amid a political revolu-
tion in Managua, Nicaragua.
There, the first startingly-clear con-
trast between poverty and prosperi-
ty would become evident to the 28
Connecticut clergy and lay persons.
Beginning with the second leg of the
journey, they would see the libera-
tion theology they had studied in
the classroom at work. There, they
would see first-hand the conditions
that have created a church whose
social and political activism they
might carry home and apply in their
own ministries.
Next week, the Tripod will con-
tinue lo relay the recent experiences
of Father John Gafrak, focusing
upon liberation theology in Brazil
and Nicaragua.
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Schweighoffer Addresses Campus Parking Problem
New Ticket, ' 'Regulation Violation'' Proposed
by Mary Ann Corderman
Are you one of the 99.9 percent
of students that regularly comply
with the regulations for on-campus
parking? According to Michael
Schweighoffer, Director of
Campus Security, parking is a
serious problem on campus.
The severity of this problem,
however, has been considerably
reduced due to compliance from
the vast majority of students.
Nevertheless, there are still those
chronic violators who, although in
the vast minority, pose multiple
problems for Trinity security
guards.
any time."
To clarify any ambiguity that
may exist, it is likely that students
will see a "No Parking" sign ap-
pearing in that area by next year,
Schweighoffer noted. If such a sign
is posted the security guards will
have to enforce it 100 percent, i.e.
for staff and Buildings and
Grounds people, as well as
students, he added. "After all,
what's good for the goose is good
for everyone," he commented.
In an effort to offer further
clarification for parking violations,
Schweighoffer presented to the
S.G.A. last Tuesday evening a
The entrance to the Clement parking photo by Mary Ann Corderman
One complaint many car-owning
students have when ticketed for
improper parking is that there were
no signs posted around campus
informing them where not to park.
Despite a number of signs posted
around campus clearly declaring
"No Parking," one "parking
area" that is ambiguous is
the area in front of the Jones-Elton
wall adjacent to Mather Campus
Center. Although there is no sign
there at present, according to
Schweighoffer, the reason for the
chain across the end of the
driveway at Mather is to prevent .
students from gaining access to this
area .with their cars. Access.td this
area can be obtained, however, by
driving up past Austin Arts Center
and along the roadway bordering
the south side of the Austin- Arts :
quad. Schweighoffer, in response,
firmly stated, "That's f'tiot a .
roadway, it's a sidewalk." Fur? .-,
thermore, as is stated in the
pamphlet on parking rules,
regulations, and penalties issues by
Security, "Sidewalks, lawns, or .
cultivated areas are not to be used
asroadways or as parking areas at :
proposal for a new parking ticket
and what he termed a "regulation
violation." This new ticket is more
definitive and requires the guard
when issuing a ticket to state
precisely what parking rule the
student has violated. For example,
if' a student is parked in such a" way
so as to be in violation of a fire law,
the guard issuing the ticket will
have to state on the ticket precisely
what law was violated. The
"regulation violation" submitted on
this same proposal pertains to the
following violations outside of the
dormitories: \) discharging
fireworks, 2) littering, 3) allowing
an animal to roam on campus, and
4) and excessively loud, sound
device.
• According to Jim Pomeroy.
President of the SiG,A.< no action
has been taken on the proposal
yet. ."There was a . very good
: discussion and questions about the
proposal' at; last week's SGA
meeting," he: noted, "and a decision
on the proposal is on the agenda
for; this week,?
Although Schweighoffer
foresees no increase in the fee for
an undergraduate parking permit,
he did make a recommendation to
the S.G.A. that prices for some
fines be increased. It is customary
that the S.GA. set the fines for
parking violations and the new
"regulation violation" with inputs
from Security and the Ad-
ministration. Pomeroy feels that
there will be real support for
raising some of the fines, such as
the fine for driving on lawns and
walkways (to further deter
"dragging" on the Quad) and theft
of a parking decal. He added that
the reaction. from the "regulation
violation" will probably be
favorable as well. "Schweighoffer
made a good point about these
minor offenses being kept out of
the Dean of Students office,"
Pomeroy remarked, "and for first
offenders it would certainly be
taking a lot of heat off of Dave
Winer."
At present, the offenses covered
by the newly-proposed "regulation
violation" are referred to the Dean
of Students office and the fine for
most parking violations is $2,00. In
such a case where the student is in
violation of a fire law, the fine
increases to $5.00. The highest
fines a student may receive on
campus are $10.00, for speeding,
reckless or other improper driving,
and $15.00 for failure to register or
update registration, The money
collected from these fines is used
for construction, maintenance, and
improvement of college parking
facilities.
Anyone who has received a
parking ticket on Summit Street,
However, will recall that the fine
"No Parking" zone along Summit Street. photo by Mary Ann Corderman
Proposal ForMusic Returned To EPC
• ^ v *
\ J
Illegally - parked cars by Mather Campus Center.
Photo by Mary Ann Corderman
for a parking violation there is not usually ticketed, whereas the cars
$2.00, but $20.00. The reason for parked perpendicular to the street
this is, that Summit St., along with on the gravel areas are usually not
New Britain Avenue, Broad Street, ticketed. Any stroller down
and Vernon Street, are not college Summit St. will notice that the "No
property but the property of the
City of Hartford, and are therefou1
monitored by the Hartford Police
According to Schweighoffer, one
of the City's regulations forbidi
"unreasonable parking" - parking
for more than three hours in thi'
same spot. Continuing, he added
that this regulation is usually mo1*!
strictly enforced between the hours
of 11 p.m. and 7 a.m. Any student
parking overnight on Summit St
or any of the other streets bor-
dering the campus, is "a good
candidate for a $20.00 fine," Sch-
weighoffer remarked.
Based on his own observations
Schweighoffer noted that the cais.
parked parallel to Summit St. arc
Parkinn1" stana oostasd
~ • n ' u ™ 1 l*"1 • • • •"« —»-«- • vi11 ""^t
pciuiin Linly to parallel p,u king on
Summit St., thus confirming 5cti—-„
weighoffer's observations. He.
added that the 'Hartford Police are
presently on a ticket campaign and
warned students to be aware of this
when parking on any of the streets
bordering campus.
When asked to assess the
parking situation on campus, Sch-
weighoffer replied, "Parking is a
serious problem on campus. There
are only so many parking spots and
a multitude of cars." Continuing,
he added that parking violations
are not a serious problem because
the students comply with the rules.
"If we didn't have the necessary
compliance by the students,"' Sch-




continued from page 1
tial problem for two faculty,
presently in the program.
Kirkpatrick explained that the
EPC's goal was to "create the best
possible department structure,
regardless of personnel considera-
tions." He also mentioned that the
purpose-of having a senior faculty
member was to help attract quality
staff members which would aid in
strengthening the department in its
formative stages.
Considerable discussion ensued
as to the history of music at Trinity,
TCB Hosts Verner
Media specialist Brenda J. Verner will speak on "The Roots of Racial
Stereotyping of African-Americans in the Popular Media" at Trinity Col-
lege on Wednesday, April 22 at 7:30 p.m. in the McCook Auditorium. The
event is sponsored by the Trinity Coalition of Blacks. Admission is free.
Verner, who works as a lecturer, consultant and media analyst, earned
her undergraduate degree in political scienc from Ithaca College and her
master's in media education from Harvard. She has taught courses on the
history of women at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst and Cor-
nell University, and has lectured on black politics and the Harlem
Remaissance at Ithaca College, In the 197O's she was involved in concert
production, working with such artists as LaBelle, Aretha Franklin, and
Nina Simone. She has organized national conferences for Afro-American
and Afro-Latin groups,
Verner maintains a large collection of Afro-American memorabilia, in-
cluding tin-type photographs, Victorian studio portraits, magazine adver-
tisements, early American tardescards, and sheet music. She uses these arti-
facts to track historical stereotypes of African-Americans, including the
figures of the "mammy," the pickininny," and "the coon." In her talk,
: she also maps strategies for combatting unfavorable images of blacks in the
media.
the definition of what constitutes a
senior faculty member, and whether'
the music faculty should have been
consulted. Zannoni moved that the
proposal be sent back to the EPC in
the hopes that ^further discussion
and consultation would produce a
more suitable structure. The motion
was approved by a slim margin.
In other businessman announce-
ment of the winners of the H.E.
Russell, W.H. Russell, and Mary
A. Terry Fellowships was made by
Gerald Moshell, Chairman of the
Academic Affairs Committee. The
H.E. Russell Fellowship gives $1800
to a student to pursue full time non-
professional graduate study. It was
awarded to Peter Paulsen. ,
The W.H. Russell Fellowship
awards $800 to a Trinity graduate
who desires to continue full time
study. The winner for 1981 is Sarah
Neilly. . •
An $1800 award for graduate
study in the arts and sciences is
made through the Mary A. Terry
Fellowship. It went to Maria Hex-
ter. All of the awards are based on
scholastic achievement.
The meeting concluded with a
repoi t by Treasurer-Comptroller
Robert Pedemonti on the 1981-82
budget.
Lockwood To Lecture
Or Thur.'day, April 23, 1981, President Theodore Lockwood will pre-
sent a lecture entitled "Foreign Aid to Developing Countries; More Harm
Than Good?" at 8 p.m. in Life Sciences Auditorium. The presentation is
part of the Spring Faculty Lecture Series program sponsored by the World
Affairs Association of Trinity College. •
. D r . Lockwood, class of 1948, will be completing nis thirteen year tenure
as President of Trinity College this year. Very active in Hartford with
business, social services and education, President Lockwood has also been
a member of the Board of Directors of Volunteers in International
Technical Assistance (VITA) since 1965. From 1966 to 1971 he was the
Chairman of the Board of VITA.
417 New Britain Ava., Hartford
(Canwr « Hllkkto AM.)
ALWAYS OH HAND
249-6833
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Cesare Barbieri Center Exhibits Mussolini Collection
by Joseph McAIeer
Last Thursday, the Cesare Bar-
bieri Center of Italian Studies
opened a new exhibit in the
Audubon Room of the Watkinson
Library. Entitled "Mussolini and
Italian Fascism," the presentation
will be displayed through June 30.
"Mussolini and Italian Fascism"
is based upon a collection of private
papers of Benito Mussolini, the
Pascist dictator during World War
II, that was presented to the Bar-
bieri Center in 1968. The diverse
assortment of photographs, books,
and correspondence was seized
from Mussolini's private desk on
April 29, 1945 by Captain John
Noel of the United States Army.
Noel and his British counterpart,
Captain Reginald Scott, were on a
mission to capture the dictator that
day, only to learn that Mussolini
had been murdered the day before.
After searching the "Duce's"
desk in his retreat on Lake Garda,
in Northern Italy, Scott permitted
Noel to keep as "war trophies"
Mussolini's personal papers that
were not of value to Allied Intelli-
gence. Noel, a resident of Hartford,
shipped these articles back to the
United States. The collection re-
mained in his possession until 1968,
when it was donated in its entirety
to Trinity's Cesare Barbieri Center
of Italian Studies,
Since that time, Dr. Bordcn
Painter of the History Department
was influential in analyzing the
documents and preparing some type
of exhibition to showcase them. For
the past three-and-one-half years,
in particular, Painter related, he
prepared a new issue of the Cesare
Barbieri Courier devoted to the
Mussolini collection. This issue ex-
plains the significance of the docu-
ments presently on display in the
Watkinson Library. Painter will
present a lecture on the exhibit,
moreover, on Monday, May 11 at
4:30 p.m. in the Watkinson.
Dr. Michael Campo, Professor
of Modern Languages and Director
of the Barbieri Center, elaborated
further on this new issue of the
Cesare Barbieri Courier spot-
lighting the collection. The Courier
was established in 1960 to "give the
Center a certain identity," Campo,
editor of the publication, explained.
It appeared regularly, containing
articles on Italian history and
culture written by leading his-
torians. The Courier ceased publi-
cation in 1970, however, because
Campo could no longer devote time
A view of one of the showcases in the Watkinson Library, displaying
the autographed photo of Adolf Hitler. photo by P. Andrew Stinson
to it. As a result, this new issue,
edited by Painter, represents the
first publication of the Courier in
ten years. Campo promises future
issues of the journal if other special
topics, such as this one, surface.
Trinity's collection has spawned
much discussion by the Italian
government, Campo relayed, con-
cerning the return of the documents
to their country. Initially, "we
wanted clearance from the Italian
government before we accepted
them," Campo stated. However,
treaty arrangements between the
United States and Italy regarding
booty from World War II recog-
nized Noel's artifacts as "stolen
goods," he noted. "They rightfully
belonged to the I tal ian
government," Campo continued.
Visits from representatives of the
Italian Embassy, the Italian Gov-
ernment, and Italy's State Archives
have expressed this concern to date.
This issue has "lain dormant" for
quite some time now, and Campo
alerts of the possibility that "we
may have to give up the documents
soon."
For the moment, however, the
Watkinson exhibit provides much
personal insight into Mussolini
himself and his Fascist experience.
The portion of the Barbieri collec-
tion that is displayed contains per-
sonal and military correspondence
of the dictator, as well as books and
photographs, many autographed,
of his wife Rachele and of his Axis
counterparts in Germany and
Japan. Both Campo and Painter
consider a personal letter and
autographed picture of the young
Adolf Hitler, dated June 8, 1931, as
the item of greatest significance.
Penned by Hitler nineteen months
before he became Chancellor, and
later Fuhrcr, of Germany, it is a
complimentary account of his ad-
miration lor Mussolini's Fascist
regime. Clearly, one can perceive
here "the germ .of the Rome-Berlin
axis , " Campo corrimerited.
Another letter of interest in the
collection is dated June 2, 1944,
when the war was nearing its tragic
end, At the time of this correspon-
Dr. Dordon Painter, Professor of History and organizer of the col-
lection of the private papers of Benito Mussolini. photo by Kcryn Gratis
dence, Mussolini had been over-
thrown, and was set up in a German
puppet republic by Hitler. In the
letter, Mussolini is evidently grate-
ful to the Fuhrer for his assistance,
yet he presents a series of points in-
tended to improve their relation-
ship. Seeing how the tables have
turned, therefore, these two letters
"provide a kind of frame from
which to view the historical rela-
tionship of Italian Fascism and Ger-
man Nazism," the exhibit states,
A well-preserved typescript bio-
graphy of Rachele Mussolini
"merits our attention as an example
of Fascist j ou rna l i s t i c
propaganda," the exhibit continues
to relay. Here the Duce's wife is
portrayed as the perfect Fascist wife
and mother, always loyal and
devoted to her husband, The collec-
tion also contains several pictures
of Racheie, which Mussolini kept
closebv in Ws desk,
AH in all, the exhibit displays a
rarely-seen personal side to Musso-
lini, and showcases his fascinating
idiosyncracies, such as themarking-
up of his letters with red or blue
crayons, and the dating of much of
the correspondence in Roman nu-
merals, according to the years of
the Fascist era.
Finally, Trinity's collection con-
tains a large number of letters writ-
ten by other Italian figures of great
historical interest, such as the
Sicilian politician Abele Damiani,
and Giuseppe Garibaldi, leader of
the "Red Shirts" in the fight for the
unification of Italy in the 1860s.
These letters are intriguing, and
raise the question of why Mussolini
kept them close to him in his desk.
Campo urges the Trinity commu-
nity to share his enthusiasm and
view these "extraordinary historical
materials" in the Watkinson
Library. He further wished to
praise Painter for "asuperb job" in
taking such disparate materials
from the collection and giving them
a focus, both in the Cesart: Barbieri
Courier and in the exhibition itself.
Worlds of Jellyfish and Algoe Explored In Research
by Megan White
Dr. Craig Schneider and Dr.
Robert Brewer of the Biology
Department are both involved in
research concerning the life
histories of marine organisms of
c o n s i d e r a b l e e c o n o m i c
significance. Schneider is studying
the biology of an unusual form of
algae which is fouling the beaches
off of Nahant, Massachusetts, while
Brewer is examining a develop-
mental stage of jellyfish, an animal
which frequently causes great
problems for coastal fishermen.
Schneider's project is being
sponsored by a Sea Grant of the
National Science Foundation,
which was awarded to MIT.
Research is also being conducted
at U. Mass and Schneider is
Peace Corps and VISTA Volunteers
For Information about Peace Corps contact
a re e rt ,t i t e r , M»n. - Fr 1,.,
Plaza, Ita, 1607, NY, NY
(212) 264-7123 KsC. 66-
9-5pmi 26 Federal
10278. Or call
working closely with U. Mass
botany professor Dr. Robert Wilce.
The algae which is the subject of
Schneider's study is an unusual
form of Pilayelia Hltoralis, com-
monly found in seas from the Artie
to New Jersey. The algae is par-
ticularly growing in the surf off of
Nahant, Massachusetts in copious
quantities. Turning the ocean
water brown and then washing up
on the shore, the alga's becomes
buried by the sand and, in
decomposing, produced the gas
hydrogen sulfide. The gas' strong
odor has been devaluating the
condominium community along
Nahant Beach, thereby posing a
threat to the town's tourist in-
dustry.
The Nahant algae is in the
process of speciation. It is growing
in a multicellular axis, a form which
has never before been observed in
this particular algae. The algae is
also unique in that rather than
reproducing and undergoing
genetic recombination, it is instead
being propagated by fragmen-
tation. Broken by the action of
waves, each algae fragment grows
into a new plant. Efforts made by
Nahant to destroy the algae by
bulldozing the beaches has only
aided the organism's fragmentation
and so increased its number,
Schneider's specific project is to
determine the life history of
Nahant's unique algae. The algae is
devoid of reproduction, but is
infested by a fungus. Schneider has
postulated that the fungus,
although normally destructive, is
somehow aiding in the algae
fragments' growth into mature
plants, possibly in a manner similar
to a bacterial form of vegetative
reproduction.
This year is the second and last
for which the Sea Grant was
awarded, but Schneider is con-
fident that the algae's life history
will be fully detailed by the year's
conclusion. However, according to
Schneider, still to be determined is
knowledge of why this particular
form of algae has appeared
specifically in Nahant Bay.
Schneider notes that the algae has
been present in the bay for one-
hundred years but only recently
has its unusual form come under
study.
Dr. Robert Brewer is examining
the life history of jelly fish and the
organism's relationship to its
environment. Jelly fish, a
cnidarian, have a complex life
history. The larval stage, or
•planula, consists o f an outer
covering of cilia and an inner mass
of celts. The planula has no mouth
and must subsist on food stored in
the egg before fertilization.
The planula differentiates into
an organism called a polyp: one
end of the planula settles on a firm
substrate and a mouth opens up at
the opposite end. The stationary
polyp undergoes strobilation, an
asexual reproduction in which the
body divides into segments which
in turn develop into separate in-
dividuals. Finally, the free-floating
sexually-mature jellyfish or medusa
is formed, which produces gonads
which will be fertilized and give
rise to more planula.
Brewer's concentration is on the
planula stage; specifically, whether
the larvae possesses a mechanism
for selecting a site at which to
adhere and develop into a polyp, or
whether sites are picked randomly;
According to Brewer, the results of
studies conducted thus far suggest
that planula at least select a surface
and an orientation. The larvae
attach to the underside of objects,
such as overhanging rocks, and
respond to the nature of the sur-
face. They prefer a non-wettable o»
lightly-wettable surface in order to
avoid competition with watet
molecules for adhesion.
Brewer explained his rational foi
examining jellyfish: "Most of th(
information presently available
concerning jellyfish is merelj
anecdotal and presents th<
organism's occurrence anc
frequency as being sporadic ant
unpredictable. Yet in an encloset
population at Niantic which I havi
been visiting for eight years thi
jellyfish appear to be predictable
following a life cycle which is tune<
to seasonal progression." ;
Jellyfish, according to Brewer
are important research subject
because they often pose snajo
problems to fishermen. In trj
Chesapeake Bay area, sea nettle,
stinging jellyfish, are abundant i
the summer and often fill up th
nets of Iocs! fishermen. Jellyfis!
can also depress the populations c
important shellfish. An importaii
participant in the marine foo
chain, jellyfish eat small fisl
marine worms, and the larvae i
shellfish such as scallops, making
important that their role in sfeaUo1
marine ecosystems be elucidated
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Women's Week Holds Seminars Oh Careers
by Megan White'
"If a man falls down in a
professional career he does so as an
individual, but when a woman falls
she is representing all women,"
asserted Claire Berg, Associate
Professor of Biology at University
of Connecticut. Berg was one of
twelve women who participated in
seminars held on Sunday April 12
and Monday April 13 to discuss the
role of women in science, as part of
Women's Week at Trinity. Topics
of the program included women
and achievement, the ethics of
technology, and the experiences of
women in such disciplines as
chemistry, life sciences,
mathematics, computer science,
engineering, medicine and allied
health.
Speaking in reference to some of
the problems that high-achieving
women encounter, Beatrice DeRoc-
co, Assistant Director of Infor-
mation Management Systems of the
IBM Corportation, stated, "I had
to do double the work of any male
in my job to prove myself."
DeRocco noted that as a woman in
a male-dominated career, she ten-
ded 'o become neuter in her job.
However, she recognized that the
female side of her personality could
be usefully-applied in company
decision-making, as her views often
lenr a completely-different aura to a
discussed issue.
Joanne DeMarco, a chemist at
< Loctite Corporation, stated,
"When a female scientist obtains
her first job she can expect to make
two-thirds of what a man would
make in the same position."
DeMarco first worked as an
analytical chemist after receiving
her masters in chemistry, and
suggested that as a woman she was
more readily-accepted in this
position because it was "a service
role of sorts because I wasn't
producing anything on my own."
Currently involved in product
development, DeMarco stated that
she is "accepted more as an equal in
my company now that I am battling
to get products out into the field.''
DeMarco added that women
must be highly-assertive to become
employed in applied industrial jobs.
Stressing the importance of taking
basic computer courses, she also
mentioned that degree in business
administration is a useful. sup-
plement to a chemistry degree.
Berg, who is a specialist in bac-
terial biochemical genetics, urged
the undergraduates in attendance,
"Don't wait for your adviser to
push you. Help yourself." Berg
remarked that when she began
working in her field, she encoun-
tered difficulties with the senior
women with whom she worked:
"They have made it and are not in-'
terested in seeing other women suc-
ceed," she stated. Furthermore, ac-
cording to Berg, a woman in-
terested irt advancing in the sciences.
must break out of stereotyped
female roles and be' aggressive,
although "negative reactions can-
not be avoided" - .
"Worsen don't keep"their eye'
on achievement as consistently as
men," observed Delia KHngbeil of
Connecticut College Sonalysts,
"because they often don't feel they
will always have to take care of
themselves." Klingbeil noted that
math anxiety in women starts as
early as grade school and that
Women turn to more stereotyped
college majors, such as English,
because, "Women view them as an
easy way out from the hard day-to-
day work of a math course."
Klingbeil pointed to the small
female enrollment in advanced
computer courses at Connecticut
College as evidence that women, for
the most part, do not have strong
mathematical backgrounds and
"are not willing ,to pick up
analytical skills."
Marianne Esposito, an engineer
for Southern New England
Telephone Company, also em-
phasized the importance of in-
teresting women in mathematics at
an early age. She called attention to
her company's effort to encourage
females as early an age as eighth
grade to pursue careers in math and
engineering, by sending female em-
ployees to public schools. The em-
ployees, according to Esposito, im-
press upon younger females the im-
portance of enrolling in math cour-
ses, and characterize engineering as
a "lucrative, flexible, and diverse"
field. Esposito stated that a number
of support groups have been
created in order to increase the
number of woman engineers, and
that this past fall college
enrollment, of freshmen women
who plan to obtain degrees in
engineering increased to 45,000.
Another field represented by
seminar speakers was that of
medicine and allied health. Dr. Jan
Willms of the Department of
Family Medicine of the University
of Connecticut asserted, "Health"
sciences are a natural place for
women to be and it is'a wonder that,,
il has taken so long i'6r the field to
absorb women." Willms observed
that while she was the only woman
in her medical school dass twenty
years ago, women now hold twenty-
seven percent of medical school
positions.
Speaking in reference to the field
of nursing, Trinity nurse-prac-
titioner Janet Curtis stated, "It has
taken a lot to convince people that
we are a profession on our own.
Although only five percent of nur-
ses are male, why should I be a
stereotype? I have something to of-
fer and I want to be recognized:"
Curtis blames the poor pay and
benefits awarded to nurses on the
traditionally-female composition of
the field. Although she would like
to see the quality of the nursing
profession upgraded, Curtis feels
that this should be accomplished by
women and not through the ad-
dition of men to the field.
According to Curtis, it is harder
for nurses to establish good
working relationships with female
doctors than with male doctors. She
added, "Approximately half of all
nurses hate to take orders from
terms of a career or not." Cable
further commented • that there is
much truth in the statement that
women are not reliable employees,
and that this is the fallout from
females who did not consider their
career foremost.
Klingbeil commented that she
had interrupted her career several
times to have children and was
usually employed in teaching
positions in order to more easily
manage her family. She remarked,
however, that these jobs had not
advanced her status in
mathematics. DeRocco stressed the
importance of female professionals
Leslie Brett, Coordinator of the
Women's Center at Trinity argued
that women excel in the sciences,
but in doing so bring to the
discipline stronger values. "As a
feminist I am concerned that each
person realize his or her potential in
life, and this includes the potential
of emotionality versus rationality.
Rationalism is valued more in our
culture in the science and business
world. The values, surrounding
technology have been downgraded
due to the cost of rational decision
making." She remarked.
Brett suggested that "Science
can be wonderful but maybe if it
advanced at a slower pace it would
be less damaging." Esposito
voiced her agreement with Brett,
asserting that sometimes scientists
become blind to all outside factors
in their anxiousness to see "their
products fly."
Women in Science was sponsored
by Trinity's Women's Center as
part of Women's Week. Other
sponsored events included a panel
lecture on women in professional
careers, a theatre presentation by a
feminist theatre group, and a con-
cert given by the Mary Watkins
Trio and Linda Tillery, women jazz
and soul musicians.
Women's Week sponsored several seminars and panel discussions last week, indnding this one on the
"Notable Achievements of Women" with Eileen McDonagh, left. photn by R Michael Hall
Leslie Brett, Coordinator of
Women's Center at Trinity.
the
women doctors, while the other half
is glad women doctors are there."
A subject receiving much
discussion by all in attendance was
the difficulty female professionals
encounter in balancing career and
family. Jane Cable, a math and
science teacher at an alternative
school stated, "In the front-of a
woman's mind should be the poten-
tial consideration that her career
might come second to her
husband's. She must determine if
she will measure her own success in
choosing spouses who support their
wives' careers. Inger Sailer, .an ac-
tuary of Travellers Insurance Com-
pany commented, "If a woman is
employed in a field for which ad-
vancement necessitates her atten-
ding many social gatherings in> all-
male company, she had better find
a trusting husband.
Assistant , Professor of
Mathematics at Trinity, Deborah
Bergstrand, stated that academics
is an ideal career around which to ,
structure a family. However,
Bergstrand stressed-, as did DeRoc-
co and Dr. WillmS) the importance
of finishing training and obtaining
job security before starting a
family. Berg emphasized that in a
quickly-progressing field such as
biology, if a woman takes two years
off to start a: family, when she
returns toher studies she will essen-
tially be starting over again.
The ethical and moral questions
of science and technology was a
topic debated at the seminar on
April 13. Hedvah Schuchman,
manager of Science Policy Studies,
The Futures Group in Hartford,
and consultant to the Center for
Science and Technology Policy at
New York University stated,
"Before World War II science
:
 and technology were viewed as the
great deliverers of society, but after
the dropping of the atomic bomb
science developed a more negative
focus as more people became c.on-
cerned with its implications."
According to Schuchman, in-
dividuals who work on such projec-
ts as the development of the atomic
or hydrogen bombs often do not
realize the'r roles as individual
scientists with individual respon-
sbilities. However, the abuses
caused through the utilization of
science without human values has
caused a disillusionment. People
are now starting to become con-
scious, noted Schuchman, of the.
need to teach values and ethical
issues as part of the curriculum in
engineering and science.
Seniors Receive
continued from page 1
Gamble, and Arthur Anderson
Public Accountants.
Other prospective jobs are with
Lewis Dreyfuss Investment firm,
A-tech Computer System Firm/
Cooper and Lybrand (Public Ac-
countants), Hartford Steel Boiler
(Insurance), and Traveler's In-
surance Company.
A member of the Trinity class has
been; granted a fullbright award/for
the first time in many years. Both
Ives and Shinkman regard this as an
honor for the involved student and
the Trinity community.
Other important news from the
Career Counseling Office concerns
its Summer Opportunity Bulletin
Board. Ives and Shinkman stated
that this new feature has been very
well received and over 200 alumni
have offeree} summer and full-time
jobs for Trinity students. .The
possibilities are quite extensive,
ranging - from ca,mp counselors,,
stable .grooms and lifeguards to.
engine?] s, stockbrokers, edi(on.il
assistants, and Public Television in-
terns. Anyone interested should
refer to the list of jobs pinned on
the back board in the CCO.
The Career Counseling Office,
moreover, was involved in Extern-
ship programs during spring break.
Thirty students worked with alumni
or sponsors for one week of their
vacation. The program proved to be
worthwhile for all those involved,
the office concluded. These Extern-
ships explored the areas such as ar-
chitecture, medicine, law, business,
meteorology, engineering, mental
health, and other exciting fields.
Career Counseling also wants to
remind Trinity students that it will
open afl summer. It particularly
desires to help seniors who have not
yet made plans concerning next
year. Seniors are reminded that the
fin-al roundup workshop will be
held on May 7 at 3:30 p.m. More
details are forthcoming about this
excellent .workshop, for undecided
seniors. ," - '
American Cancer Society
i




by P. Andrew Stinson
Saturday, the 18th of April,
brought warm sunshine, blue
balloons, and more than 1500
runners to Bushncll Park in
Downtown.
The event was the third annual
Conneetueut Run for Life Day,
sponsored by Connecticut Mutual
Life for the benefit of the
American Heart Association. More
than $70,000 was raised by the
runners as they ran a ten mile
course (1,1 mile loop) around the
Park and the State Capitol
Building.
The Fun Run, as the ten mile
event is called, was led by Olympic
Gold Medalist Frank Shorter, who
has worked on the Run as the Run
for Life Chairman. The event
attracted many runners; both
the young and the old, the skinny
and the not so skinny.
The first event of the day was the
Heart and Sole Relay. At 9:30 the
women started, followed shortly by
the men in the 3.5 mile relays.
Before the eleven o'clock start of
the Fun Run, Shorter said to the
assembled runners, "I hate those
races where everybody stands up
here and thanks everybody else
and the race gets off late—so
today, everybody just have fun,
and thanks to every last one of you
for making this work."
Six presidents of major Hartford
corporations ran just one mile each
and raised more than $10,(X)0.
During the non-competitive run,
songs such as the theme from
"Rocky" played over a loudspeaker
set up by WTIC. WTIC personality
Ted Dalaku was the Honorary
Chairman for the day and also ran
in both the Relay with the station's
team and in the Fun Run.
One of the youngest participants
was (wo and a half year old Nate
Hedrick. According to his father,
this was Nate's first try at the Fun
Run. Nate seemed to enjoy himself,
but after the first six tenths of a
mile he took a rest, determined to
keep going after a brief time.
At the watering station behind
the Capitol, runners quenched
their thirsts and doused their heads
and bodies in cool water. Although
the race is billed as non-
competitive, il was quite apparent
that many were taking the run very
seriously—they would not even
stow down to receive the water.
The runners were indeed
serious—about raising money and
about having fun and about run-
ning. Tee-shirts exclaimed ex-
perience in such events as the
Marine Corps Marathon, the
Boston Marathon, and even the
Run for Life '79. There were, of
course, many shirts which read
Run for Life '81.
Under the hot spring Saturday
sun, more than $70,000 was raised
to combat heart disease. The event
was quite enjoyable while the run




Tim Henr>, u Trinity Senior, run in the Saturday Fun Run and was
sponsored for more than $100 which will benefit the American Heart
Associat ion. pholn by I' Andrew Slinson
Commentary
Set for Awareness
Hardest hit would be small in-
dependent colleges but other
institutions would most probably
be forced to cut back on services
and opportunities for students.
75(),(XX) students may be forced
from the higher education process
if these cuts are instituted.
Many more would be forced to
switch institutions because they
could no longer afford the school
of their choice.
Young people who are currently
high school seniors may be forced
to enter a job market that offers
few jobs instead of continuing on
to higher education.
Middle income families would
feel the impact most with those
attending lower-priced institutions
feeling the brunt of the cuts.
Hopefully students and faculty
will learn from Awareness Day that
we should first be aware of the
problems but that you can not stop
at awareness.
Presently at Trinity there are 900
students who have guaranteed
bank loans and 550 on financial
aid. Many of these students could
have trouble paying their tuition
next year.
If we are striving for an "aware
community," we must protest
Reagan's budget cuts on education.
You can do this April 23 by coming
to Mather at lunchtime and by,
writing a letter to your
Congressional Representative.
G wilt provide materials.
by Wendy Sobey
Thursday, April 23 is Awareness
Day at Trinity College, ("oin-
cidently it is also National Student
Action Day; u day designated by
the United .States Student
Association to protest President
Reagan's budget cuts on education.
The effects of these cuts will hit
every sector of education; from
loans and financial aid to students
to grants for research. Trinity will
not be sheltered from these cuts.
Although Trinity does receive
some money from private sources,
i l
 is not enough to buffer the
amount lost from federal cuts.
Most of ihe Trinity faculty and
.student body is concerned about
•he disastrous consequences of
these budget cuts on the Trinity
community.
Oean be Rocco, Dean of
Faculty, has suited that "when the
federal government turns down the
sP"igots, we don't have a back-up of
private giving to hold us over." De
Rocco also said that dramatic
changes are likely to produce
uncomfortable circumstances.
Awareness Day is definitely an
outgrowth from (he frustrations of
studying and living in a practically
homogeneous environment. This
situation will only be exacerbated if
Reagan's cats are put into effect.
On the overall picture, if, W
estimated that as ninny as Ml
colleges wouM be forced m dwse.
John Sepples at the Hartford Insurance Group cools down after handing ihe batan off to Charlie
Onick. The Hartford Insurance Group placed second of nineteen teams In the Heari and Sole Relay.
Go By a Kite
Fly a kite at Bushneli Park!
Benihana of Tokyo Restaurant is
sponsoring a kite flying contest to
be held at Bushneli Park on May
2nd (Rain date May 16th) from 11
AM to 2 PM,
Prizes will be awarded for:
Biggest Kite, Most Beautiful Kite,
Most Unusual Kite, Highest Kite
Flown,
Entry deadline is April 25th. Call
677-^548 for information.
You are Wanted
Volunteers are needed to assist
in a new Red Cross program that
offers job readiness skills to youths
between 14 and 18 years of age.
The program, Project COPE,
funded by the U.S. Department of
Labor, is offered to residents in
selected temporary shelters, group
homes and referrals from youth
serving agencies in the Greater
Hartford area and eastern Con-
necticut.
For more information on
volunteering, contact Laureen
Pierandi, Youth Employment
Specialist, at the Connecticut
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Looking for a Job
by Peter Stlnson
Looking for a job? Several
thousand people shuffled around
Assembly Hall of the Hartford
Civic Center last Wednesday and
Thursday doing just that.
The event was "Career Expo
'81."
The crowds, which were
markedly larger during the 11 to 2
lunch hours, were all shopping for
jobs among almost fifty cor-
porations and job placement
agencies. The choices in job types
ranged from diesel engineering to:
data processing to psychiatric
"nursing to much more.
Stewart Stover of the Institute of
Living said that he and his per-
sonnel staff had talked to more
than three hundred people at the
exposition.
Stover stated that he was pleased
and that he would definitely be
hiring people as a direct result of
his time at the Civic Center. Stover
reiterated saying, "I'm hiring
now...recruiting now...for im-
mediate placement."
Other recruiters, such as Ronald
Johnson of TRC Environmental
Consultants, were pleased but a bit
more cautious. Johnson said that
he was looking for senior
engineers; he found one.
"I need experienced people, and
found a few here," stated'Johnson.
He went on to explain that people
are looking for upward mobility,
and firms such as his, a consulting
firm, can give that upward mobility
to industry people outside of in-
dustry,
Bruce Shumway, a Lieutenant
with the U.S. Navy, was also looking
for people with experience to enter
the Navy's various officer
programs. Shumway said that he
had talked to many people and
received the names of almost fifty
very interested people during the
course of the two day event. He
noted that many people had shown
a real interest in serving in junior
executive positions in the Navy.
Shumway went on to say that g
contrary to a Thursday Hartford .§
Courant article about the ex-'C
position, background is essential. 3
The Courant had reported, "To_g-
join the Navy, apparently, S
background was not essential." -g.
Shumway reiterated to the
Tripod that "background is
essential...(but) it is personal—
(based) on how well a person has
done" in college, other em-
ployment, and the officer
qualification test. He noted that
one of three applicants who make
the basic requirements, such as a
four year college degree, do not
pass the Navy qualification test.
Jim Combs of Source Edp, a
computer programming firm,
stated that most firms at the ex-
position were looking for ex-
perienced people—he was no
exception.
_ Combs stated that in the field of
data processing there is a 40%
shortage of workers. He noted that
for every job held there are
seventeen positions open. Combs
also said that there will continue to
be about a 40% year growth in the
field so the trends should remain
the same.
Job seekers hunt down the right offer at the Civic Center last week.
The major news offered by corporate personnel directors was that
experience is what is needed in today's wide open job fields.
On the other end of the stick,
people looking for jobs were on the
whole doing just that—a lot of
looking.
The exposition seemed to be at
the Center mainly for those with
experience in certain fields of
work, although there did appear to
be many corporations who were
hiring on the "entry-level."
Qie of these corporations hiring
on the entry-level was The
Travelers Insurance Corporation,
but as Marianne Sullivan of The
Travelers stated, "The Travelers
has recently shifted emphasis from
entry-level candidates to more
experienced candidates.
In simple terms, the entire ex-
position translated to mean one




Six college students will spend
the summer of 1981 finding ways for
Connecticut fanners to feed more
of Connecticut's citizens.
The Connecticut Public Interest
Research Group (ConnPIRG) is
currently seeking six highly
motivated, qualified students to
research six innovative food
processing and marketing programs
for possible development in central
Connecticut.
Students interested in the paid
internships may obtain a detailed
description and an application by
calling ConnPJRG,.
SMAC It to the State
Approximately 1,200 State
government managers will have the
opportunity to vote April 28 and 29
to decide whether they will be
represented by a union—the State
Management Association of
Connecticut (SMAC).
At the present time, a bill cur-
rently before the State Legislature's
Appropriation Committee (S.B.
1129) would amend the State Labor
Relations Act to exclude managers
from collective bargaining.
The--Personnel Division of the
State Department of Ad-
ministrative Services has taken the
position that it is inappropriate for
managers, who are excluded from
collective bargaining under the
National Labor Relations Act, to
be unionized. However, the
Personnel Division does not
support S.B. No. 1129 in its present
form', but would support an
amended version dealing with
managerial exclusion.
The State Labor Relations
Board, while expressing sympathy
with the State's arguments that
managers should not be unionized,
ruled that the State Labor
Relations Act, as currently written,
does not exclude managers.
DAS Commissioner Elisha C.
Freedman, in a letter to State
managers, has outlined his belief
that it is neither in the public in-
terest, that of the State as an
employer, nor of State managers




• Financial Planning Service
• Estate Analysis and Planning
Our expanding financial organization currently has three openings for Sales Manage-
ment Trainees — two in Connecticut and one in Western Mass, The America Group was
established in 1844 and is not only one of the oldest, but also one of the largest financial
planning organizations in the United States.
The men or women that we are looking for must be self-disciplined, ambitious, and willing
to work extremely hard. In return we offer a three-year comprehensive training and develop-
ment program in marketing and sales management leading to an independent business career.
Guaranteed starting salaries for these positions are $12,000 to $18,000 yearly in addition to
our outstanding bonus programs. Full fringe benefit program is also provided.
If you believe in your entrepreneurial ability, are not afraid of hard work, and expect to be
compensated accordingly/please contact our Sales Manager, Paul Gregg, to arrange for an
interview regarding this unique opportunity.






Spare No Energy Nor Time For Awareness Day
Awareness Day is near. Your chance has come to educate yourself. Thursday
April 23, will be a moment to touch upon those issues which plague our pasts
at home and our present at Trinity. Hopefully, this awareness will heal our un-
determined futures.
Every student at Trinity is expected to attend the events of this day. Up to
a hundred students and faculty have.worked and planned, together and inde-
pendently, to create a diverse and interesting twelve hours. Awareness
Day has been thoroughly and sensitively thought through. No energy has been
spared in the execution of a day for Trinity's enlightenment. You should spare
no energy in your active participation. :
 :.
So much has been crammed into one short day that it will be difficult to make
a choice between events to attend topics to discuss. Seminars range from Sex-
uality, Vandalism, Male stereotypes, to the problems of Women and the Outer
World beyond Trinity-like El Salvador. It would be surprising if any student at
Trinity could not find a topic which interests him or her.
Discussion groups will be informal. These hours will be your time to air some
thoughts, complaints, ideas and maybe come to some conclusions. Everyone
will be as vulnerable and shy as everyone else; yet sometimes there is nothing
more satisfying than opening up and having a heart-to-heart, maybe intellect-
ual talk with someone you *ve only just met.
These are only the possibilities. Obviously, no problem-racism, sexism, al-
coholism-can be solved in just one day. Some of you might not go because you
don't think it will do any good anyway. However, it would be safe to bet that at
least three or at least ten or twenty or maybe even fifty unaware and unthink-
ing individuals at Trinity might start to think. They might discover something
in themselves or in someone else that they never thought about before. You
might be that person. Who knows?
And after this day is over and you've rested an entire night, you can wake
up and carry this new knowledge with you for the rest of your life. You owe it
to Trinity and the students who have worked for this day. You owe it to yourself
-and your future.
Canary Islands Subject to Blatant Imperialism as it Fights for Freedom
by Maxwell Edusei
One area little known to the In-
ternational community in its strug-
gle for national liberation is that of
the Canary Islands, Tangibly over-
shadowed by the ongoing struggle
of the Polisario in the Western
Sahara, the People's Movement for
the Self-Determination and In-
dependence of the Canary Ar-
chipelago, MPAIAC led by An-
tonion Cubillo, a barrister,
rocketed to international attention
in 1977 after two Jumbo jets re-
routed to Tenerife Airport (as a
result of MPAIAC bomb exposion
at Las Palmas Airport) collided in
mid-air, killing about 500 tourists.
The Canary Islands, lying about 70
miles off the North West Atlantic
seaboard of Africa, reeled under
several years of Spanish
colonization. The indigenous
:Bf Softens, -spoke' a
dialect of the Berber language of
North West Africa.
After centuries of hard-hitting
colonization which often resulted,
the buanchis seemed to have lost
their traditional African roots.
Spanish colonization, nakedly
ruthless, detribalized large segments
of the original population and coer-
ced them to imbibe Spanish culture.
H is, therefore, not unnatural that
Spain could argue that the bulk of
the Canary Islands, also known as
the Archipelago, have been
historically an integral part of
Spain.
But it is not on linguistic and
cultural enslavement that the
Spanish government pegs its so-
called legitimacy. As with any other
imperialist power, certain' deep-
seated interests lurk at the
background of Spain's attempts to
covert the Canary Islands. The
Canary Islands are strategically
located. Apart from guarding the
northern flank of the sea lanes
through which pass most of
Europe's oil and mineral supplies,
the Canaries offer excellent oppor-
tunities for monitoring activity in
West Africa, as well as providing air
bases for direct intervention in the
regime. In fact, under the Spanish-
American Defense Agreements, the
U.S. National Agency for Space
Administration (NASA) has moun-
ted an ultra-modem space tracking
station at Tenerife, while the
American Navy maintains a sub-
marine base a Punta de Tero.
Additionally, American bases in
Morocco, at Bouknadel, Kenitra,
and Sidi Laha, are all linked to the
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used by French Military aircraft
enroute to Senegal for an operation
against the Polisario, the Western
Sahara Liberation Movement. Fur-
ther, the majority of South African
Airline flights use the Canaries as a
base for stop-overs. The Spanish
government built a major military
airport at Tenerife in 1975.
Simply, the Canary Islands offer
excellent military opportunities for
the imperialist powers, especially
for the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization. In fact, Spain hopes
-to draw the Canary Islands into the
overall military network of the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization,
a military pact grouping mainly
nations from Western Europe and
the United States. The argument
that the Canaries form an integral
part of Spain because of their
linguisitic connections with Spain
becomes of no moment at all.
Spain's covetousness sterns
basically from the strategic and
military advantages derivable from
the Canary Archipelago, and it is
from this premise that any scrutiny
of the history of Liberation of the
Canary Islands should commence.
Indeed, the distance between
Spain and the Canary Archipelago
could alone suffice to render
negatory any talk of Spanish
hegemony over the Archipelago.
The world should not be surprised
at this "naked robbery," for im-
perialism knows no law beyond its
own interest. The world-wide
diplomatic offensive and defensive
launched by Spain to convince the
world, especially African leaders, of
its right to hegemony over the
Canaries should be assessed on the
totality of the foregoing evidence.
The following considerations can-
not be ignored in any evaluation of
the issue of sovereignty of the
Canary Archipelago:
a. Spanish imperialism and
isejf-interest
b. The geo-political and
strategic advantages of the Canary
Archipelago.
e. The great distance bet-
ween Spain and the Canary Ar-
chipelago.
d. The overall advantages,
the area offers to the North Atlantic
Alliance.
The fact that Spain has consisten-
tly refused to allow any fact-finding
mission to visit the area, proves that
there is a conscious attempt to con-
fuse international public opinion
about the realities of the island. No
wonder that so little has been writen
or said about the situation.
Report on the Budget
20 April 1981








(* without contingency, with contingency**)
FTE: 1650x580.00 =
Bkstre. Return =
Part of Surplus =
Total Revenue
In making its final recommenda-
tions, the Budget Committee is
committed to achieving two ends;
providing adequate extracurricular
activities for the Trinity Communi-
ty, and, keeping budget increases
fairly moderate. The recommended
budget shows an increase of
$11,096.00 over the present fiscal
year. This increase is due to a
number of factors; printing costs
and material increases, expanded
membership of various organiza-
tions, and expanded functions to
the radio station's budget. Tp help
absorb these increases, it is
necessary to raise the activity fee by
$4. .
Despite this modest increase in
the fee, the Committee is concerned
about the long-range status of (he
total activities budget. As stated
above, many of the increases stem
from exogenous factors, never-
theless, another factor comes into
play. Sometimes organizations in-
crease their budget for' the sake of
increase without taking a serious
look at the previous year's activity.
Again we must stress not all
organizations do this. To help
minimize this problem the Budget
Committee has instituted a policy




1,800.00 Part of Surplus©
139,020.00
Return =4 ,700 .00
5,376.00
138,000.00 Total Revenue
mittee serves as liason to 4»5
Organizations. The objective of this
function is to give the Committee a
better perspective from which to
judge budget requests,
One recommendation being con-
sidered by the Committee is having
legislation passed that would limit
annual aggregate budget increases
to a specific percent. While such a
recommendation might be deemed
unfeasible in the public or private
sector, such legislation on the stu-
dent; level is an innovative idea. Of
course there will be a clause that
will allow flexibility for exigencies
that may arise.
In sum, the Committee feels the
recommended budgets are quite
adequate. No group who has sub-
149,096.00
mined a budget for the 81-82 F,Y
has been decreased to the extent of
preventing them from carrying on
most of the activities they have the
present fiscal year. We feel the
budget recommendations allow for
ample activity, while at the same
time reflect austerity, and prudent
budgetary planning.
Respectfully Submitted,
, The Budget Committee








MAX CREEK'S tenth anniversary
concert in the Washington Room. Beer and soft
drinks free. Admission is $4,50 at (he door, and
$4.00 in advance. The concert will be Saturday,
April 25, at 10 p.m. This will be broadcast live
over WRTC, benefit for DKE.
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Check in, Ferris Athletic .Center Lobby. Hick up Discus-
sion Group assignment and Seminar listings.
All-campus address, Unit A of Ferris Athletic Center, In-
troduction by Dr; Theodore i»* L<»cfcwood, President of
the College. Address by Or. Pa#B Murray, L.I..B. Howard
U., S.S.O. Yale U. School of Law, M. Divinity General
Theological Seminary, Founding Member National







Discussion Groups. Students, Faculty, and Ad-
ministrators assigned alphabetically, approximately 20
people to a group. Groups will meet in classrooms and
dormitory lounges. See Discussion Group List for assign-
ment and location. The discussion will center on the
rights and valid expectations of members of the Trinity
community and their attendant duties.
Lunch break. Mather Dining Hall will be serving lunch
during these hours.
First Seminar Period. A variety of seminars are offered,
dealing with many aspects of institutional and societal
bigotry and insensitivity. Seminars will be taught by
Students, Faculty members, and persons from outside
the College. See Seminar Listing for seminar description,
instructor, and location.
Second Seminar Period. A variety of panel discussions
revolving around issue-oriented films and topics of in-
stitutional, local, and national interest. See Seminar
Listing for seminar description, instructors, and loca-
tion.
Picnic Supper on the Main Quad. Closing address by Dr.
Thelma Waterman, member, Board of Fellows. Musical
entertainment provided.
Note: Throughout the Day, there will be a Resources Room set up with volunteers
from various student and community organizations. Students and others in-
terested in becoming active in such groups as Amnesty International, Big
Brothers/Big Sisters, etc., should stop by and volunteer. Location of the
Resources Room TBA. In case of rain, dinner will be served in Mather.
TRINITY AWARENESS DAY — SEMINAR LISTING
Period One: 1:45 p.m.-3:15 p.m.
1. "The Enforcement of Morality: Sexuality and Social Codes at Trinity."
Panel: Alan Musgrave, Prof, of Philosphy
Laura Cohen, Chairperson, Trinity Women's Organization
Jim Kachadoorian, President, Alpha Chi Rho Fraternity
Rachel Mann, Editor, Tripod
Kate Ross, Member, Delta Delta Delta Sorority
• Hugh Ogdan, Prof., English Dept.
Amy Brown, Class of '81
Janet Young, Class of "81
2. "The Language of Intolerance"
Instructor: Peter A. Lyons, Dir., Trinity Writing Center
"Sticks and stones may break my bones,
But words will never hurt me."
This children's defiant taunt is dead wrong. Words are power:
the power to create ("Let there be light!") and the power to
destroy ("The Final Solution"). The words we use can, in fact,
transform individuals around us into Niggers, Japs, Broads,
Jocks, damaging ourselves and others. This seminar will ex-
plore the harm that carelessly Used words do, in fact, work.
3, "Sexuality at Trinity" ~ •
Panel: Todd Knutson, Class of'84
Andrew Haase, Class of '84
Tim Ray, Class of '84
George Higgins, College Counselor
This seminar will cover such topics as: premarital sex, sexual
roles, homosexuality, and religion and sex, and their effect on
the Trinity undergraduate. The panel is an extension of an in-
dependent study by these three students on sexuality at Trini-
ty: • • ' " . •
4, "Freedom, Power, and the State of Student Institutions"
Instructor; Jack Chutfidd, Instructor of History
H. McKim, Prof., History Dept.
An exploratory dtscusion of the rise of student'"freedom" and
the state (decline?) of student "power" on the Trinity campus
and beyond.
•>. "The Physical and Social Hazards of the Problem Drinker"
Instructor: "Stan," from Alcholies Anonymous
6. Homophobic Workshop
The Hartford day/Lesbian Task Force
This seminar will explore the misconceptions prevalent about
homosexuals, gay/leSbian lifestyles.
7. "Hunger in Hartford"
Instructor: Jack Hale, Executive Dir of ConnPirg
President, Hartford Food System
A shocking proportion of Hartford residents receive some sort
of public assistance (welfare, fpod stamps, unemployment,
etc.). Their dependence is reflected in inadequate diets and
constant struggle to find enough.money to buy food. Can this
terrible problem be solved? How'can we help set things right?
This seminar will provide an opportunity for people to hear
what others are doing and to explore ways in which thev can
help.
Action and F.qual Opportunity: Can we Legislate Social8. "Affirmative
Change?"
Panel: Marilyn Denny. Trinity College Affirmative Action Coord.
John Hritton. Prof.. UConn Law School
Bud Schultz, Prof., Education Dept.
Gordon St. John, Class of '84 '••••''
This seminar is predicated on the belief that actions speak •'
louder than words. We are dissatisfied with the obvious isola-
tion of blacks and whites on campus. We feel that if the oppor-
tunity was created for the.two;groups to join together for••••' ;
some common purpose, «ew : relationships might be created ' <
that otherwise might not otfcur. The purpose of this seminar is
to plan such an opportunity. "• _
11. "Issues of Jewish Identity: Life as a Perpetual Minority"
Instructor: Rabbi Neil Kominski, Templte Beth^il lc l , S. Windsor
Rabbi Kominski will discuss campus and community life as a
perpetual ethnic minority and its significance in the composi- [ "-•••
tiori of the American Jewish Identify.
12. "The Mind/Body Schism"
Instructor: Judy Dworin, Dir., Trinity Dance Dept.
This seminar will examine movement as a way of understand"'"**'
ding ourselves and others. We will begin to see the role that <
movement plays in our ovvn expression and in group interac- ;••
tion. We will discuss such issues as the ways in which move-
ment expression, the body, anciphysicality are regarded in
society. Stereotypes, for men and women, and possible alter-
natives to these traditionally held views and biases. People at- :
tending this seminar should wear comfortable clothing as par- :
ticipation in movement experiences will provide the basis for
discussion in the group.
13. "Vandalism and Discipline"
Instructors: Michael Schweighoffer, Dir., Trinity Security
Gavin Reardon, Resident Coordinator
This seminar will address the problem of vandalism at Trinity.
Vandalism will be dealt with in its broadest sense; we will be
dealt with in its broadest sense; we will discuss problems of
noise and the disrespect students show each other, as well as
actual property damage. We will also debate about the
disciplinary system at Trinity with regard to effectiveness and '
student participation. Topics such as a student escort service
and a student judiciary board will be brought up.
14. "Male Stereotypes in Society" '
Instructor: Frank G. Kirkpatrick, Prof., Religion Dept.
An open discussion of the images men and women have of
each other in society, and as they reveal themselves at Trinity.'
Of special interest will be the stereotypes men have of each
other, of themselves in relation to women, and of women's
images of them. We will explore not only the images students
have of each other, but also the images they have of their
teachers (male and, female).and visa versa. Issues o/ power,
status, and openness to others-will betttioKfea o*j
Care. Be
On Thursday April 23rd, the Rev.
Dr, Pauli' Murrary, noted author,
lawyer and minister, and Ms. Lousie
E. Jefferson, critically acclaimed
artist, will be on hand to share some
of their insights with the Trinity com-
munity.
Dr. Murray, the main speaker for
the start of Awareness Day, has a list
of accomplishments which spans
almost half a century. Born in
Baltimore, and educated in the
public school system of Durham N.C.
and New York, she began her career
in the 1920's as a "New Negro" poet
of black identity and protest. By the
1930's she had moved into the labor
movement. In 1946 she was named
"Woman of the Year" by the National
Council of Negro Women. In 1947
she was again named "Woman of the
Year," this time by Mademoiselle
Magazine.
After practicing law in New York
from 1946 to I960, Dr. Murray spent
eighteen months in Ghana as the
Senior Lecturer of Constitutional and
Administrative Law at the Ghana
School of Law. From 1962 to 1963,
she served on the Committee on Civil
and Political Rights of the President's
Commission on the Status of Women.
She was a member of the American
Civil Liberties. Union National Board
from 1966-1973, and is also one of
the founding members of the Na-
tional Organization for Women
(NOW). She is a life member of the
NAACP and of the National Council of
Negro Women.
In 1973 Dr. Murray gave up her
tenured position at Brandeis Uhiver^
sity to become a candidate for Holy
Orders in the Episcopal Church. She
studied at General Theological
Seminary and Virginia Theological
Seminary, and was awarded a M. Div.
degree at GTS in 1976. In that same
year she was ordained a Deacon, and
in January 1977 she became the fhyt ,.
Black Woman ordained Episcopal
Priest, at the National Cathedral in
Washington, D.C. Dr. Murray is also
well respected as an author with four
books to date, including Proud
Shoes, The Story of an American
Family. She is presently in the pro-
cess of completing another. She has
























10. "On Beyond Awareness Day"
Panel: Stephanie Hulwlhank, Class of '83
Vickie Kraushaar, Class of '83
Thursday, Ap
You owe It 1
lav
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chedul
to creating a healthy supportive environment for learning.
15. "A Woman's Place — Why She's Still There, How To Get Hcr.Out"
Instructors:;, Deborah J. Bergstrand, Prof., Mathematics Dept.
• .. • Cheryl R. Ives, Assoc. Dir., Career Counseling
In spite of the progress made by the women's movement,
parents and society as a whole often still set lower cxpecta-
,, tiqns for girls and women. Many young women, on the sole
basis of their sex, not their ability, arc raised and educated to
be neither competitive nor achievement oriented, thus chan-
neling them into low-paying, low-prestige jobs. The attitudes
and prejudices which perpetuate this state of affairs are often
subtle and yet must be confronted in order to raise the status
of women in this country. Toward this end, this seminar will
address the following issues, among others, as they relate to
women: achievement and self-expectations, social and family
conditioning, role models, absence of women as figures of
power and authority, career vs. family, non-traditional
careers.
16. "Conspiracies of Silence"
Instructor: Elizabeth Klncaid-Ehlers, Prof., English Dept.
A discussion of the many subjects repressed in society today
and the effects of this repression on the mental health of in-,
dividuals and societal well-being as a whole.
17. "The White Problem"
Instructor: Jim Potter, Prof., English Dept.
This seminar will deal with the fact that most Whites in our
culture have assumptions and preconceptions about Blacks
which are embodied in language, popular films, and television
shows. Even when we consider ourselves innocent of
deliberate prejudice or discrimination, the way we speak (and
behave), and the movies and TV shows we watch reveal im-
plicitly certain attitudes that we would probably deny or reject
if we were more conscious of them.
18. "The Effect of Sexism on Men"
Instructor: Charlie Kreiner, former Dean of Students; Wesleyan, and
founder of the Male Awareness Project, a weekend workshop for men..
The burdens society places on being male are often over-
whelming. This seminar will expose the fallacies of the
"macho myth" and examine ways of breaking free from
Society's constraints on male sensitivity. ;
19. "Racism at Trinity and Current Issues of Racism in Society"
Panel: Tony O. Smith, Class of '83
Tim Mackin, Class of '81
et al.
This seminar will examine the current undertones of racism at
Trinity and in society at large. It will also discuss the rise of
jiS^££t^ oven racism and racist violence nation-wide.
e Aware.
var ious Law and Theologica l
Reviews.
Ms, Louise Jefferson, who will be
exhibiting her work for a week in the
Watkinson Library, is very highly
respected as a writer, graphic artist,
illustrator and photographer. Born in
Washington, D.C. some sixty-odd
years ago, Ms. Jefferson now makes
her home in I.ltchfield, Conn., about
forty-five minutes from Trinity. Now
retired and doing freelance work
from her home, she has built an im-
prcssive array of credits. From 1942
to I960 she worked as Art Director
and Production Assistant for Friend-
ship Press, the publishing agent for
the National Council of Churches. She
has also done art for major publish-
ing firms like Doublcday and Co.,
Viking Press, Rutgers University
Press, BookCraftsmcnt Associates
and the African American Institute,
including designing that group's
logo, in addition, she also docs all the
calligraphy work for Columbia
University.
Ms. Jefferson has traveled exten-
slvely in Africa through grants from
the Ford Foundation, and also as a
delegate to both the Central African
Art Conference ad the First Interna-
tional Congress of African Culture.
As a result of her knowledge of
Africa, she published in 1973 a book
called The Decorative Arts of Africa.
The book contains 300 illustrations
including 28 drawings by the author,
dealing with various types of African
art forms.
Some of the awards that Ms. Jeffer-
son has received include the Certifi-
cate of Special Merit from the Friend-
ship Press and the American Institute
of Graphic Arts, U.S. Government
Commission, Certificate of Recogni-
tion of Outstanding Achievement,
and the Ford Foundation Fellowship
Special Award. Her work has been
exhibited at the Baltimore Museum,
The African-American Institute, The
New York Public Library and the New
York Bank for Savings.
Both Dr. Murray and Ms. Jefferson
will be integral parts of Awareness
Day. Through the experiences that
these talented women will bring to
Trinity, students, faculty and admini-
strators alike will be enlightened and
enriched,
tional problems vs. the problems brought by individual
students will be explored and the implications such problems
have for success and well-being in the world outside Trinity
will be examined.
20. "Rape and Racism"
instructors: from the Sexual Assault Crisis Service
The crime of rape is one which has many explicitly racial over-
tones and Implications, in the way in which It is handled by
law enforcement officials and the public at Urge. An explora-
tion into the foundations of this racism will be the main focus
of the seminar.
21. "The Breakdown of Inter-racial Communication on Campus"
Panel: Mclanie Hines
Kwaku-Sintim-Misa/
Period Twot 3:30 p.m.-5:00 p.m. '
1. "The Trinity Student and the 'Outer World': El Salvador and Beyond"
Panel: Jack Chatfield, Prof., History Dept.
Michael Lest/., Prof., History Dept.
Eugene Leach, Dir., American Studies Program
Samuel Kassow, Prof., History Dept.
The discussion will not be confined to ElSalvador but will ex-
plore the relationship between the Trinity student body and
political issues such as El Salvador. A video film on El Salvador
will follow.
2. Male Sexism Workshop
Instructor: Charlie Kreiner, former Dean of Students, Wesleyan
and founder of the Male Awareness Project,
a weekend workshop for men.
This will be a group participation workshop in which questions of male
sensitivity and the problems of being male in a patriarchal society will
be addressed on a more personal level. It will be of special Interest to
those in Mr. Kxciner's First Period seminar.
3. "Freud's 'Dora', A Case of Mistaken Identity" (film)
Panel: Diane Hunter, Prof., English Dept.
Howard Del.ong, Prof., Philosophy Dept.
This panel discussion will revolve around the film named in
the title, produced by a Feminist Collective in New York. The
film is a feminist reinterpretation of Freud's classic case study,
and was shown at the Berlin Film Festival in Germany.
4. "Men's Lives" (film)
Instructor: Alan Tull, Prof., Religion Dept.
This film deals with various alternative male life-styles and is
composed of interviews with men in both conventional and
non-conventional situations. Prof. Tull will open discussion
on the various ways in which man and woman respond to
cultural pressures of being male. The film won an Academy
Award for best student documentary.
5. "The Future of Fraternities: An Evaluation"
Panel: J. Ronald Spencer, Assoc. Dean
Kaja Silverman, Prof., English Dept.
Harold Martin, Charles A. Dana, Prof, of Humanities
Miller Brown, Prof., Philosophy Dept.
Helen Bartlett, Class of '81
Tom Chase, President IFC, Class of '81
The panel will discuss the rights and obligations of the frater-
nity system to Trinity College and will examine the place of
the fraternities (if any) at Trinity, today and in the years to
come.
Please come to the Discussion groups, the second part of Awareness Day!
Students have been divided alphabetically. Check below for your mime and group
meeting place. Professor placement and group leaders will be posted this week near
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are worth
for.
Do you know what a youth stand-by fare is? No? Well, it's
an empty seat no one reserved at regular prices. Air New England is
prepared to make those seats available to you for extraordinarily
low prices if you're 21 or under. So you can fly somewhere
and back on Air New England for a lot less than you ordinarily
could. For example, a round-trip ticket from any of our New England
cities to Boston only costs 50 bucks. (That's beans!)
Or a round-trip from cities like Cleveland to Rochester, or Burlington
to New York only costs 75 bucks. (Hbw d'ya like them apples?)
Fly stand-by with Air New England. Because if you can
stand the thought of waiting a bit, you stand to save a lot of money.
Call your travel agent or us for prices and schedules.
Air New England
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Commentary
RAGTIME
On the Commercialization of the Art of Living
by Carl Schlessl
While most Trinity students
participated in the southward
migration over Spring Break, I
journeyed to the north in order to
spend two peaceful weeks at my
parents' summer home in Windsor
Locks, Connecticut. Despite the
fact that most students considered
the recent period of Independent
Reading and Research to be some
sort of Spring vacation, I realized
that this time should be used for
constructive academic endeavors.
After all, the Spring Break was not
instituted at Trinity College so that
students could drop all of their
books and frolic in the Florida
sunshine. It was intended to be an
Opportunity for students to write
term papers, catch up on reading,
and pursue extra-curricular
academic interests.
During this past Spring Break, I
did something special. As gradua-
tion was quickly approaching, I
found it necessary to reintroduce
myself to the mainstream of
American culture. After spending
four years in this Ivory tower, 1
discovered that I had become
isolated from the fast-paced, ever-
changing trends and styles of
Popular Culture, U.S.A. Come May
24th, I would be thrown into a
world of roller disco, mud wrestl-
ing, recreational drugs, and right-
wing conservatism. The intellectual
problem which I chose to solve over
mv Spring Break concerned my
capacity to function effectively in
the mad world of 1981.
How could I even attempt to
solve such a dilemma? Since 1977,1
had been inundated with patterns
of rational thought, the scientific
method, staunch liberal idealism,
and the traditional aret of alcohol
consumption. I had no skills which I
could employ that would assist me
imbecoming less "obsolete" upon
my graduation into society.
I thought about my reasons for
choosing to attend Trinity College.
Why did I decide to come to Trinity
College? The answer was simple
enough. I came to Trinity to learn
to function effectively in American
society. By attending an elite
educational institution such as
Trinity, 1 felt sure that I would
become well-versed in the norms of
American culture and on top of all
of the latest fads. I was wrong. My
condition had confirmed it. By
attending Trinity College, I had lost
touch with modern societal norms,
and I could think of no way to get
reacquainted with my society.
Upon realizing my fate, to be a
displaced child of the seventies in
the maelstrom of the eighties, i
flopped into an easy chair and
stared at the television set. As I
watched J. R. Ewing foreclose the
mortgage on the children's hospital
and then tie Veronica Southern to
the railroad tracks, I had a pro-
found revelation. Television would
be the key to my indoctrination into
American society!
I eagerly sat through countless
hours of television . . .CHiPs, Love
Boat, Fantasy Island, Flamingo
Road, Dallas . . . and I carefully
noted the actions of the characters.
I was searching for common values
between the characters, upon
which I could build my new
character^ But I was thwarted in
this effort. Not Finding one decent
value in the bunch, I turned my
attention to the commercial
advertisements. Here I found the
blueprint for my survival in society.
Through my hours of study, I
found that each television com-
mercial served as a lesson in how to
master the art of living. In fact, I
set up a daily plan of action based
on these commercial aids, complete
with choices which will combat the
monotony of a daily routine.
Upon rising at 6:00 a.m., I take a
brisk shower. From among the
various types of soap, 1 can choose
to "bring myself back to life" with
Coast, or "be glad I used Dial."
Despite my choice, 1 know already
that Safeguard will remain the
smallest soap in the house. There
will be no real choice between
shampoos because Head and
Shoulders is the only shampoo
which prevents its user from
scratching his head. And not only
our hairdresser knows what that
means.
Once out of the shower, I can
The U.S. in El Salvador:
iression
by Mauru Mclnerny
Today, as we continue to repeat
our mistakes of the past, our
victims are the people of densely
populated El Salvador, a country
where seven out of ten children
suffer from chronic hunger. Wear-
ing "Red" colored glasses, we
continue to close our eyes to the
real circumstances which color the
lives of the people in this country.
El Salvador's political crisis took
root a century ago when in 1880, all
collective land became private
property by order of the govern-
ment. Peasants were evicted to
work on large estates; a rural police
force was created to insure this
process. By the early 1920's a mere
fourteen families exercised almost
complete economic control over the
country owning virtually al! coffee,
cotton and sugar plantations, and
. leaving 41% of the population
l f
Fears of another revolt resulted in
the outlawing of peasant unions
and in 1967, the creation of the
powerful paramilitary organization
ORDEN.
On Oct. 15, 1979, General Oscar
Romero was overthrown, ending 48
years of rule by military dictator-
ship. Since this coup, the
Salvadorian government has suf-
fered a wave of civilian resignations
from official posts. The second
civilian-military junta, presently in
power, like its predecessor which
collapsed on Jan. 3, 1980, has
witnessed the resignation of junta
members (3) and cabinet members
(10) who accuse the government of
sabotaging the democratic process
and being responsible for extreme
repression. The Agrarian Reform
Act, represents such sabotage. Its
announcement in March 1980,
marked a turning point in the
degree of government repression
landless. The continuing practice of manifested in El Salvador as the
evicting peasants led to a rural massacre of people in the country-
" "" side reached unprecedented levels.
••••%" rebellion "in \%2 in which 32,000
peasants were killed by the army.
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Many surmize that this ostensibly
progressive reform was a ploy used
by the government to liquidate
popular support for revolutionary
organizations. As thus far im-
plemented, the reform affects less
than 2% of all agricultural land.
According to El Salvador's
Human Rights Commission, the
1980 death toll reached 13,600,
90% of these deaths being attri-
buted to "government condoned
military acts." In the same month
that this report was published,
Junta President, Christian Demo-
crat Napoiean Duarte declared that
"the government *nd the armed
forces have never violated one
human right." He made this
statement only days after imposing
Martial Law and a dusk to dawn
curfew.
The Revolutionary Democratic
Front (FDR) is the latest product of
consolidation of the forces
opposing the junta's repression.
Uniting civic, professional, and
labor groups, as well as Social
Democrats, Christian Democrats
and three mass-based popular
organizations, the FDR claims the
support of 80% of the population.
Seeking an "anti-oligarchic . . .
populist democracy," the FDR
continues to battle the governing
junta.
The United States has played a
most critical role in sustaining the
control of this military regime
Under President Carter a package
of 5.7 million in Foreign Military
Sales Credits supported their activ-
ities. President Reagan expanded
this figure to $32.5 million, con-
tinued to give the $64.5 million in
economic aid, previously commit-
ted by Carter, and sent a total of
57 military advisers to El Salvador.
Opposition to our involvement in
El Salvador has become increas-
ingly more vocal in recent months
throughout the United States.
Many visitors to the country, most
notably Rep. Gerry Studs (D-MA)
have done much to educate people
to the devastating consequences of
U.S. policy for Salvadorians. Rep.
Studds is one of the major forces
behind H. R. 1509, the major
legislative vehicle for terminating
all military sales, credits, training
and assistance to El Salvador.
By supporting repressive forces
in El Salvador, we not only prolong
the suffering of Salvadorians, but
also perpetuate the formation of
Communist organizations. Thus,
we contribute to the very influences
we are attempting to twart. Our
policy of reducing the world to
"Red" and "Bight," is reducing El
Salvador to the color of blood.
either "get on the stick" or have
my "sprinkle a day which keeps
odor away." In addition, based on
my mood, I can choose between
"Macho shave," or I can avoid
"gotchas" by letting "Noxema
cream my face, so the razor
won't." To complete my morning
preparation, I can choose to put on
my "Pepsodent smile" or "zap the
Cavity Creeps" with Crest.
For breakfast, I either resume
my battle against the "Special K
pinch," or go with "two scoops."
This is followed by a cup of
"mountain grown Folgers, the
richest, most aromatic kind of
coffee," or "good to the last drop,
Maxwell House."
In order to get to my job, I will
drive my better-idea Ford or let
Volkswagen do it again. Of course,
as we all know, I'd really rather
have a Buick,
While on the subject of auto-
mobiles, I will have no trouble
maintaining mine. I can take it to
either "Mr. Goodwrench" or I can
"trust my car to the man who
wears the star." And if that does
not solve my problems, I can
always go to Shell. In case I need
tires for my car, I can opt for "7
around 2, wrapped by 1, or visit my
good friends, Uni, Roy, and Al."
After a morning of hard work, I
look forward to my big lunch
featuring Wonder Bread, which
"helps build strong bodies, twelve
ways" and that kind of peanut
butter that choosy mothers choose.
Along with a bunch of Fritos to
munch and raisins--nuture's candy,
plus a Coke and a .smile, and I will
be satisfied.
If I want to eat out for lunch,
there is McDonaldland or finger
lickin' good chicken to choose from.
I always enjoy "Swumpdillyishus"
ice cream for dessert. From tele-
vision commercials, I know that
when I'm reaching for more, I'll
reach for Sprite.
Following my delicious lunch,
when I'm back on the job, 1 may
need an afternoon pick-me-up.
Live-Savers, "a part of living",
might be the perfect candy. If I do
not desire candy, I can choose the
gum that "4 out of 5 dentists
recommend for their patients who
chew gum." If I get an upset
stomach from my lunch, I spell
relief like everyone else on tele-
vision: R-O-L-A-I-D-S.
On occasion, even one who is as
together as myself may become
lonely. To remedy this, the tele-
vision commercials tell me that I
can "reach out, reach out and
touch someone" by long distance,
which is the "next best thing to
being there."
In the future, I may decide to buy
insurance for my life, car, or home.
I take great solace in the fact that I
will "be in good hands with
Allstate" and that "Nationwide is
on my side." But if these insurance
companies do not serve my needs, I
can always get a "piece of the
rock."
At the end of the day, as the sun
sets over the horizon, I realize that
its "Miller time" in "Schaefer
City." It's good to know that "this
Bud's for me" and that if I so
choose, tonight I can "let it be
Lowenbrau." Clearly, I am in the
heartland of America.
Based on these television
commercials, I can plan my life.
There can be no doubt that such an
existence is enviable. Television
commercials have been a saving
grace for me, as 1 can now face the
world with a dazzling smile,
terrific-smelling hair, and the inner
peace which comes from knowing
that I can enjoy my coffee and enjoy
myself.
Of course, if there is a problem
with this pre-programmed system,






Nothing has been going right for me today and I'm in one of the
worst moods ever. There are certain things in the environment which
have the ability to aggravate or initiate a rotten mood. The funny
thing is that I have never, up 'til now, compiled a representative list,
so here are some things which "ttck-me-off." Do they bother you
too?
Types of People (In no particular order)
— brown nosers
— people who ruin the grading scale (unless it's me)
— people who don't return my "hello's"
— girls (or guys, for that matter) who scream when they see a
spider
— girls who scream when they are tickled
— girls who scream "HELP!" late at night and cause me to
dash out of my own dorm in my underwear, only to
discover that their boyfriends are tickling them
— people who throw their "junk mail" on the floor instead of
in the basket
— people in the left line at Saga who never think to leave room
so that the people in the right line can cut through after get-
ting their meals ("EXCUSE ME!" jerk!)
— people with stage whispers in the library
— people who loiter near the bars at the fraternities so that no
one else can get through to get a beer (I casually spilj some
beer on them when I finally get one — "oops, sorry.")
— show-offs ' . :,.
-7- people who leave their trays on the tables at Mather
— people who act tough
— people who are tough
— Machiavelian "social climbers"
— professors who change assignments after I've already done
them to "get-ah-sad"
"— omnipotent professors who don't believe in the pass/fail
option
— people who sit on the bar {any bar, anywhere)
continued oa page 14
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Letters to the Editor
KKK Reflects an
Antiquated Ideology
Passover and Easter Are Celebrations of Freedom
To the Trinity Community:
It's terrifying. It's sickening. It's
an outrage. The Ku Klux Kian still
exists today.
What's even more terrifying is
that others are so ignorant, that
they not only accept what the KKK
believes in, some actually admire
what they're doing! After the Kian
rally in Meriden on March 2i, I
read with disgust some comments in
The New Haven Register, One man
was reported as saying admiringly
of the KKK, "The country
wouldn't be this way today if more
of them were around." A high
school student was walking around
beaming, "I shook (Imperial
Wizard) Bill Wilkinson's hand.
Wow, this is-like wow. I wish he'd
come to bur school."
How archaic the KKK is not only




To the Trinity Community:
Many of you have probably been
down to Bushnell Park in previous
years to see and listen to the New
England Fiddle Contest sponsored
by Peace Train. If you have, you
probably don't want to miss it this
year (It's on May 23rd). For those
of you who haven't, it's an event
worth going to - great bluegrass,
the best Fiddlers in the country, and
lots of partying. Unfortunately, it
1
 might not Be held this year because
the City of Hartford has demanded
that Peace Train come up with
thousands of dollars for police
protection and garbage disposal.
So Peace Train, as a not-profit
organization, is asking everyone to
contribute any amount of money
he/she can to keep that contest in
Hartford. Since there's no admis-
sion charge to the contest itself,
that's not a bad deal. So if you want
to see the contest in Hartford this
year please send one dollar, five





and get a bumper sticker in return
showing you support the contest.





We'the- undersigned feel that
Trinity is just as good as any of
those other New England,schools
with outrageous tuitions.
So, we feel that the total costs
for attending Trinity for the
1981/82 academic year should be
raised to $9800.





their all white robes with the
pointed hoods, these members of
the white supremist organization
belong back in the times when
slavery was in vogue. They rally
together in groups advocating their
policy that "all blacks be sent to
Africa."
The KKK's leader is called their
imperial wizard. What kind of
name is that anyway? Does he of
will he perform magic by making
all these terrible black welfare'
moochers disappear? When will the
KKK wake up and smell the coffee
and realize that most social pro-
blems connected with black popula-
tion are hot a result of black's do-
ing, but of this ugly ideology called
racism?
I just can't get over the fact that
the KKK is alive and active. This
type of blatant racism should really
hit people between the eyes and
make them scream for equality in




Awareness Day, 1981, happens
to fall in the week in which the
Jewish and Christian traditions
observe major festivals of their
histories. We are writing the
Trinity Community to suggest that,
while this timing is coincidental, it
has real implictions for both
Christians and Jews and to urge
that all members of the Trinity
community participate whole--
heartedly.
Passover and Easter both have to
do with freedom, with the liberation
of those who are oppossed. Partici-
pants in the Passover Seder - ritual
meal— are asked first to recognize
and to be thankful for the privilege
of their freedom, then to remember
that oppression is part of their own
experience (their's, not someone
else's), and finally to devote them-
selves to the liberation of all
oppressed people. At Easter
Christians celebrate their inclusion
in the Passover of Christ.
Faithfulness for Jews and
Christians at Trinity College is
Awareness that the oppression
exists all around us - in society as a
whole, and certainly at Trinity
College. As we look at the many
levels of human self-degradation,
we must affirm that as long as any
man or woman is oppressed no
woman or man is truly free.
We urge you to educate and
sensitize yourselves to the plight of
freedom seekers in El Salvador,
terro-ized black families in Atlanta,
sexually harassed females and
males within the confines of our
own campus and beyond, those in
our country and the world who are
impoverished as a result of military
and economic self-interest, the
appalling numbers of homeless
refugees world-wide and in Hart-
ford, the horrible implications of
nuclear build-up, and the victims of
our society's pervasive racism, and
in the holiday spirit, we urge you to
devote some portion of your life to




Larry Fader, Hillel Ad visor
and Counselor to Jewish
Students
Allan Tull, Chaplain of
The College
» 1 lie wyti^e^
Awareness Day:
Best of Luck!
To the Trinity Community,
I am writing on behalf of the Women's Lacrosse Team, in regards
to our scheduled game against Westpoint on Awareness Day. After
much deliberation, we have found it impossible to get out of our
"Contract" which was established a year ago with the Cadettes,
Consequently the Varsity and J.V. teams will not be on campus the
second half of the day. I want to express our sincere regrets for our




Situations at Trinity have Have Gotten Real Bad
To the Editor, ,
Situations here at Trinity have
really gotten out of hand. For the
longest time the management of
Follett's has been bothering me.
First, they put up that stupid tur-
nstile to make the entire student
body have to go.in through the back
door. And now, obviously trying to
save money, they're selling that
cheap masking tape that won't even
stick to a piece of paper, let alone
the walls. I bought some just
yesterday, and now I can't even tell
which side is sticky! Last night I
had to get up suddenly when my
only'poster (which was also pur-
chased at Follett's) leaped off the
wall and knocked down my alarm
clock, which caused it to go off.
I've had a nervous twitch ever since.
Also, I have been disturbed by
the lack of recreation space on our
small campus. I can think of only
three such areas: Ferris Athletic
Center,. the Mather Pool Room,
and Jones Beach, The upkeep of
the latter facility is intolerably poor.
To begin -with, the college has made
an effor to close the facility by
covering the only sate entrance with
a very thick glass block window
(which "I can't hardly see out of).
Bad move Trin, As it is the college,
spends almost 515,000 annually on
replacing broken windows. This
new one will eventually become the
target of avid sun worshipers such
as myself. I accidentally overheard
three other students plotting to take
a keg up there and throw it through
the window. To avoid such a fate, I
suggest the door of the Beach be left
unlocked for our use.
Furthermore, the Beach — tar
and rocks',Wnat kmc! of beach is
'that? ' • , . • • * *-><
It's not only uncomfortable, but
the tar sticks to the back of your
legs when you lie down. It have to
scrub so hard in the shower to get it
off that I give myself a rash. If you
ask me, Tom Smith ought to get
Dave Winer and Tina Dow to haul
some real sand up here — from
Florida — for those of us who
couldn't make the trip this year.
. And what has the Food Commit-
tee been doing about Saga?! They
keep on putting the cereal in those
big glass jars so that we can't get the
prizes. Steak nights are worse: Last
time they even gave me a blank








have steaks at all.
Now let me get to the point
this letter — Do you just forget to
take the string off of the Tripods
before you put them out, or do you
do that on purpose?
Sincerely, Jack Daniels, V
Here's a list of Things that Bother Me I
cont inued from page 9. .
tyrannical equipment managers
etc., etc., etc. '
Miscellaneous
inefficiency /
the hell-fire temperatures of the dining hall
smoking in the non-smoking section





 bland popcorn " •;•• "
not knowing when the permissions slips are coming out (I
' usually' pick my courses T H A T day. So much for the
' 'limited enrol lment" courses.)
picking classes
getting signatures !
going to classes :
taking tests
writing-papers • ' •
rewriting papers!
reading!!
speaking!!! (get a grip on yourself Jim)
hangovers
— smiling faces when I'm pissed
— plastic smiles
— "60 Miniutes" without Andy Rooney
— The Yankees
— Uhe Red Sox front office
— misprints in the Tripod .
 :
— misprints in the Tripod
— unironed shirts
— wisecrack answers (see also — bookstore manager)
— no salt on the tables
— red ants on the tables
— "one en t ree" rules
— hard-boiled eggs which are supposed to be soft-boiled
— the sourtd of dragging clogs
—' clogs . : . - . ' • . .
— florescent Espadrilles
»— spin serves •
— , passing shots ,
— and most of a l l . . .TROPICAL TANS (sunburns are O.K.)
I'm not exactly sure why I'm in such a bad mood, but I feel a lit-
tle better now that I've lei off some steam. Thanks for listening.
Jim Dod
P.S. I spent my vacation in Rhode Island.
Don't Be Lett Out.
Join the Awareness
C r o w d Thursd°y April 23, 1981
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Letters to the Editor
/ am an Advocate of Pro-Choice in Abortion
To the Editor:
I am truly offended by both the
content and style of David
Gurliacci's article, "Is Abortion a
Woman's Right or a Murderer's
Whim?" I find.it remarkable and
somewhat sad that a presumably
intelligent human being could
attend Trinity College, where male
and female students are suppos-
edly regarded by one another and
their professors as intellectual
equals, for almost four years and
still be able to perceive feminists as
•Mr. Gurliacci shows that he does
through this article. .The articles
whicli Mr. Gurliacci writes when
not pretending to be any other
character are fairly well written,
with a minimum of foolish errors.
Although 1 have yet to agree with
any of his arguments, 1 can see that
he attempts to research them and
lo present .hem convincingly when
writing under his own name, 1 am
afraid that Mr. Gurliacci does not
consider a "militant feminist given
to left-wing horatory" (a word,
incidentally, which does not appear
in my edition of Webster's Diction-
ary of the English language, and
which 1 can only hope is a misprint
and not an intentional slight on the
characters of beliefs of a large
portion of our society, one which
includes myself and many others
among his peers at Trinity) capable
of achieving his level of research
and argument. It is a reflection on
the reality of Trinity's ostensible
non-sexist atmosphere that Mr.
Gurliacci has been able to preserve
this attitude toward women.
I am referring not to his anti-
abortion stance, but rather to his
a.nti*fefiiiixl!iliiftiA£i&6^iftsi disol&vcd
'"in the writing of his "Bertha
Anlsbug" characterization. No
thinking feminist aware of the
current political power of anti-
abortion groups such as the Moral
Majority would dare to present
pro-Choice arguments in a style
like that of Mr. Gurliacci's Bertha.
Her opponents would gleefully and
justifiably attack an article like this
for its many weaknesses, begin-
ning with "Bertha's" general
approach to the issue. The chatty
tone used is a weakness in itself
because it is unconvincing, besides
being inappropriate to the nature of
the issue being discussed. Choice
advocates realize that abortion is
more than a politically fashionable
issue. They rculbv that it is an
important personal decision, in a
realm that should be beyond
political ploys. Pro-choice ad-
vocates would not toss the issue
around in a humorour article, or
cloud the issue at hand behind
uninhibited prose.
Mr. Gurliacci obviously has no
such qualms about the personal
and serious nature of the issue he
treats through "ol' Bertha." He
uses il freely ;•) this attempted
scornful parody of feminist opinion,
style, and attitude. His frequent
use of exclamation points and
underscoring to emphasize words
and phrases has a somewhat
hysterical effect, Does this mean
that he considers; feminists capable
of writing only hysterically about
serious issues? It unfortunately
seems to be so. Why does he
capitalize the words "Woman" and
"Womankind?" Again, I hope that
he is not attempting to slight a very
large portion of his society.
When I was on the junior high
school debating team we were
taught to avoid a technique called
"poisoning the well" because it
indicated the weakness of our own
arguments. To "poison the well" is
to engage in debate by attacking
your opponent's character and
positions rather than by presenting
the facts that support your side of
the issue. Mr. Gurliacci's article
exemplifies this technique. He did
not choose to research and write a
clearly presented list of the "Moral
Majority" and "Right to life" side
of this issue. Instead, he casts
aspersion on the women who
oppose his position. Thus, his
article convincingly shows that Mr.
Gurliacci does not think. feminists
capable of clear and level headed
argument. It does not however,
give any reasons to oppose abortion
except that feminists support pro-
Choice.
Mr. Gurliacci falls into another
trap by referring to "the elite,
liberal establishment." The new
conservative movement labels
liberal democracy as we have
known it as a product of the
northeastern elite in hopes of
attracting groups that consider
themselves outside of the elite
areas of the country. Mr. Gurliacci,
a junior at a small. New England,
private, rather expensive liberal
arts college, is an interesting one to
make that accusation. A similar
right-wing rhetorical device is to tie
many issues in with their basically
single issue stance. An example of
this is the way that Mr. Gurliacci
mentions busing, day care centers,
and welfare in one sentence, tying
thun in with the abortion issue and
then not mentioning them again.
Mr. Gurliacci's article contains
the assertion that pro-Choice
advocates should not choose
personally not to have abortions
while maintaining that other
women may. He writes, "look, if
you're against abortion then you're
against it in the same way you're
against bank robbery - you don't
give the bank robber the choice."
This stance is admirably clear cut
and hard line, but the issue is
dealing with human beings, who do
not have lives as uniform as the
banking system. Even the Catholic
Church has changed its stance on
abortion. In the past, when over-
population and hunger were
problems in Europe, the pope
officially changed the Catholic ,
definition of human life. Suddenly,
it began a few months after
conception rather than at concep-
tion. This political move allowed
women to have abortions and thus
to help alleviate some of the
starvation and misery in the world.
If the Church can be inconsistent, it
is not surprising that most women
have not chosen to inflict their
morality on others. They are not
forcing anyone to have an abortion,
Nor are they forcing anyone to bear
an unwanted child. There is a
passage in "Two Concepts of
Liberty," an article by lsiah Berlin,
that exactly expresses the reason
for my stance. It reads as follows:
"1 wish my life and decisions to
depend on myself, not on external
forces of whatever kind. I wish to
be the insturment of my own, not ot
other men's, acts of will. I wish to
be a subject, not an object; to be
moved by reasons, by conscious
purposes, which are my own, not
be causes which affect me, as it
were, for outside...,! wish above all
to be conscious of myself as a
thinking, willing, active being,
bearing responsibility for my
choices and able to explain them by
references to my own ideas and
purposes. I feel free to the degree
that I believe this to be true, and
enslaved to the degree.that I am
made to realize that it is not."
I also add that I have no desire to
enslave anyone else that way. The
abortion issue is a serious one, and
have treated it us such. I can only
hope that Mr. Gurliacci will do the
same.
Patricia Zengerle '83
Search • Committee Students
are Committed and Serious
Emotional Conflict Marks the Abortion Issue
To the Editor:
The abortion issue presents
serious social and moral questions
to our society. It is the respons-
ibility of mature persons of both the
pro-life and pro-choice standpoints
to deal with the issue in a realistic
and reasonable manner, a respons-
ibility too often neglected in the
midst of highly emotional conflict.
The article presented by David
Gurliacci, filled with such cynical
statements as, "Would you or I
have the right to burden a poor
ghetto teenager with pregnancy?
Doesn't she have enough problems
already? is an offensive, insensi-
tive, undocumented commentary.
There will be no answers to
significant questions as long as
persons refuse to deal seriously
with the problems surrounding the
issue. Articles such as that of Mr.
Gurliacci serve only ignite hostile
feelings among already strongly
emotionally divided groups. 1 was
dismayed that the Tripod would
devote a great deal of space to such
an irresponsible presentation of the
abortion conflice.
Terri Kucik '83
The Editors of the Tripod feel It Is
their responsibility to print all
submissions, regardless of content
and length. Furthermore, we, by
no means endorse every opinion
represented In tills paper.
My Name is Baby
husband, because what man
wouldn't want a wife, who already
has a child. I mean by then I will
have had so much practice as a
Dear Mr. Gurliacci,
My name is Baby. I came to
Trinity College because everyone
|QW me females are supposed to be
"berated and to go to college and housewife I would make any man
get a job, I thought that sounded proud to call me his "little
very boring, but I felt forced into it.
«ut the best thing happened to me.
One night when 1 was a freshman I
Wfls at this fraternity party and I
got real drunk. Well the next thing
I knew l was pregnant. I was so
excited! I got to drop out of college,
and stay home and cook and clean
at
*d breast feed my baby.
I'm really lucky too, because my
Daddy is rich, so he can take care of
m e and my daughter until 1 can find
a mature well educated man in the
working world to take his place. I
it will be easy to find a
woman."
1 agree that abortion should be
made illegal. For that matter I
think college should be made
illegal for girls too. I mean if I had
gotten pregnant in high school 1
wouldn't have had to bother filling
out all those stupid college
applications in the first place.
! know it must be really hard for
you to understand my job because
you are a man. You wouldn't want
to stay at home and do all the
things 1 get to do. You are
intelligent and superior, and will
have to move into the corporate
world when you graduate. It must
seem boring to you to have to find a
job. Well, luckily neither of us will
ever have to worry about changing
places with the other.
By the way you sound like just
the man I'd like to meet. What are
you doing next Saturday? Would
you like to take me and my
daughter out for a date?
Sincerely,
BabyZUew
fa friend of Laurie Weltz)
To the Editor,
We, as the two student represen-
tatives on the Presidential Search
Committee, are outraged at the
editorial which appeared in the
TRIPOD of April 14. While we do
not object to, and in fact agree
with, the conclusion of the article,
i.e. that students should let their
voices be heard, we are strongly
dissatisfied with the "facts" that
the editorial is based on and with
the totally unfounded insinuations
which it makes.
While editorials are opinion
pieces, they do have an obligation
to be based on facts. The editorial
of last week was not. There has not
been silence on the issue. Trustees,
faculty, and students have been
totally up front about the process
from the start. AH of our pro-
cedures are public knowledge. The
names of condidates have been
kept secret for the obvious reason
of confidentiality. The SGA has
been given weekly reports on the
search by us. We have been perfect-
ly willing to talk to the TRIPOD
about it, yet not one reporter or
editor has approached us about it.
The editorial was written without
any background information. The
insinuation that we have been
negligent in our silence is unfair-
because it is untrue.
As representatives of all of the
1800 students here i t Trinity we
take our job seriously. We »re
charged with, and accept, the
responsibility to insure that student
views and student attitudes are
reflected in the choice of our next
President. We welcome any con-
tributions which we can get from
our fellow undergraduates--in fact,
we both have had many discussions
with Trinity students. We want to
further point our that, despite the
editorial's misrepresentation to the
your sugRCStions and




The faculty held an open forum
on the topic of the qualifications for
our next President. Its usefulness
is not the question. The question is:
can we also hold forums and
panels? We think not, due to the
sheer size of the student body, its
heterogeneity, and the apathy
which we have seen first-hand on
this subject. We encourage your
contributions, but please see us
individually. We'll listen, that's
what we're here for. Consider that
an open invitation. The TRIPOD is
right in that respect-be heard.
Unfortunately, the TRIPOD was
much more often wrong than right
in last week's issue. The name of
our next President will not be
sprung on the College without due
arid fair warning. Everyone is
being kept up to date-from our end
through weekly reports to the body
which appointed us, the SGA. If the
TRIPOD would do some leg work,
attending SGA meetings and inter-
viewing or at least talking to Search
Committee members, they would
indeed "painstakingly find out
what's going on." Instead, they
choose to be "mute" and "quiet"
in their office in Jackson. That is
not fair to us or to the student body.
We are deeply disturbed that an
opinion-former such as the
TRIPOD would editorialize without
knowing or even attempting to find
out the facts, We consider last
week's editorial an abuse of the
privileges which the editors of the
TRIPOD have and respectfully
suggest that they get the facts next
time. After all, isn't the TRIPOD
supposed to be a newspaper?
TomHefferon '82
Lisa Donahue '82
"1981 Club" is an Elitist Idea
t
To the Edtlor:
The more things change, the
more they remain the same. I noted
with interest the article in the April
14th Tripod entitled "Seniors to"
Decide On Class Gift." Assuming
that in this age of democracy — dis-
tant in time from the 18th century
Age of Aristocracy — each member
of the class of '81 would be given
the chance to participate equally in
this project, I was taken aback by
the "added incentive" for 81
seniors to each donate SI9.81 to
become
Club."
a member of the "1981
Undoubtedly promoted by the
sectors of Anglophilia in the Trinity
community, once again we sec the
exclusionary nature of the New
England tradition. Aristocratic at
best, elitist at worst, this style of
leadership is reminiscent of the
Federalist leaders of Ne-v England
whose reign lasted for the quarter
century from 1790 to 1815.
Perhaps the interests of the col-
lege and the senior class would be
better served by the inclusionary in-
centive of a $2.50 donation from
each member of the graduating
class (based upon an approximate
class size of 400, this scheme would
also raise the required $1000).
Though sure to generate in some
sectors of the community the
myopic fear of mobocracy, this
proposal seems more fitting and has
the potential to engender a much
greater feeling of class conscious-
ness than the elitist proposal of the
1981 club.
THE WATCHMAN II
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Arts
Poet Linda Pastan will read from her works on Wednesday, April 22
at 8:00 p.m.
Bain as Ben
by Denise I)' \gostino
"A Lectuie ny Henjarnm
Franklin," a one-man presentation
by Trinity College student Petei L.
Bain '81, will take plan: m 'lrinuVs
Austin Arts Center, tins evening,
Tuesday April 21SL , at 8 ft) p.m. in
the Goodwin Th eau e
Working on the inanusciipt since
the summer of 1980, Hjin has read
virtually "everj word uutten b>
Franklin." The twenty-pace script
boasts the positive tone rianklin
used in his literary pit.ee->, paitiui-
larly those wherein he defined
America, its people and culture
Bain likens his project to death —
"an experience you know you can't
avoid but you don't understand it
either. You don't know what it con-
sists of." However, Bain has been
aided in his theatrical direction of
the piece by Roger Shoemaker,
Trinity's director-in-residence. It
was while rehearsing with
Shoemaker that the real focal point
or the pioject became apparent -
the ait of \nme. l-ranklm'-, vvoiks
ttnd to disou-.s \ntuc or the iack
thereof in many soual instance-.
I'uithcnnoiu, vntiie is the subject
of a book never tomplclod b>
Franklin, The Art of Virtue. Bain
calls, his ihesis "rr\ attempt to let
him finish the book, subsuniivcly."
Bain has been active in the
Trinilv theairc piogiam and had a
leading lole m the piodiicuon of
Inherit the Wind last >eai. Vet "this
is the thing I'm happiest about It
functions on a different level from
conventional theatre." This being
Bain's first attempt at writing as
well as directing himself in a pro-
duction there's understandably "a
lot of me on the line. This show is a
real commitment: it's something I
can believe in."
"A Lecture by Benjamin Frank-
lin" is free to the public and all are
strongly encouraged to attend this
evening.
The F.A. Brown Public
Speaking Competition will be
held in Seabury 16 on Wed-
nesday, April 22 at 7:15 p.m.
The three judges will be:
Professors George E. Nichols
III and Roger Shoemaker and
Dean John Waggett.





ROBERT DORAN: A speech
by a 19th century Indian chief
LYNN LASKOWSKI: Kings I,
chapters 18-21
STEVEN PECOCK: Patrick
Henry's speech to the Virginia
militia
KWAKU SINTIM-MISA:
Distortions of African History
CYNTHIS BLAKELEY: From




KAREN WEBBER from A
Room of One's Own
J O H N L E I S E N R I N G :
Awareness Day or The Need to
Teach Public Speaking
Pastan Presents Poetry
Poet Linda Pastan will read from
KM v»iirks<it 8 p.m (in Wednesday,
\p:il ?2 IP lw o o o d v i n Ihi i ' i ic
AuMin Vts ( j n . e i . at limrN
Col'jgC I IK (.Vtill IS lice dllll I'P*'1
to the puMiv.
1'asian, -%iio l i ^ s in Pc i ionn;
Marxian 1 and cuiani l> 'eadies ai
Amcii .aii I Riveiuitv. ha* published
liv.-books oi x u m i \ Pcrlei l Cir-
tk- of Sun (Swllow, 19" 11. On the
Way to the Zoo (Dryad, 1975),
\s|)ccts <>l h\e (I i'uriuhl No-ton,
197^). I lie IIM.1 Stages <>t driei
(N'mion, 19""!-), anJ Wailinn for
M\ liic (Nouon, ls\SH Two m.\\
iMok-. In Pa-.tan aic lonlKonnnp
Setting the Table (Div.ul) and blvun
as Hr Mccp (C iiM.aatil Pii_ss)
\ ninvo ot Now \ o i k Cit>,
P i<-ran ^i.tduatcd from Rdd.lille
C ollcqe and received her M \ fiom
Brandeis University. Her poems
have been publi-.ln.-J in ' "I l,j \||,,-
u^ Monlhiv." "llaip>.i\," "r|,
Now \ork(.r," "The N,>iioi,,
" lho \cvv Republk," "Poetiv '
"Tlu \mj'i^an I'oet'v RUVICA '
"Ms ' aiulolhci pti'iiJicdls
Pa.ian's aprcuaii^c
 ltl Ir.n.i. i,
anangcJ bv t.io Coniici.ti; u Pw,
CircuT and the Iinui. COILJ[
Pi>cti\ Centei
Senkn studio arts nu^or Bngene
"Berserk" He Said
by Robert PoUien
Tuesday, one week ago today,
marked the opening of Eugene
Saulriier's senior art exhibition in
Garmany Hall in the Austin Arts
Center. The opening was fairly well
attended; however, this reviewer
believes that many more art fans
would have appeared had Mr.
Saulnier correctly spelled exhibition
his announcements. Manyon
people were obviously thrown off
•base by this careless oversight.
Perhaps this was a subtle
psychological ploy aimed at under-
mining the viewers equilibrium even
before the work had been seen;
continued on page 17
For Delicious Pizza and
Hot Owen
Call when you
Imav® — it will
be ready upon
your arrival.
Come in and Eat in our
NEWLY EXPANDED Dining Rooml












The Sprint; Repertoire, con-
sisting of three plays, will be
performed this coming weekend,
April 24th lo the 27th, in Oarmany
Hall. Two of the pluys addressing
social problems of the world were
written by leading contemporary
American playwrights; Copoul, by
John Guare, author of House of
Blue Leaves, will be directed by
Todd Van Amburgh, and Indians,
by Arthur Kopit, directed by Laurie
Weltz. t h e third, Otherwise
Engaged, is written by .Simon Gray,
an English playwright, and will be
directed by Cressida Bainton.
Through the character Buffalo
Bill played by Jeff Hilburn, Indians
traces the process of displacing the
American Indians to reservations.
This one act play has a dream-like
quality using flashbacks to present
a significant statement on society
and social injustice.
Copout which its director says,
"Defies categorization as a strict
TiUbot Dowst rehearses a somber moment from Indians to open
April 25, Saturday at 7.-30 p.m.
 plh,,((, by Jflmm B o | t m
White Performs
by A. W. Shenton
Palm Sunday brought another
senior recital to the ears of the
culture-hungry Trinity audience.
Sidnie Ann White, the Chapel's
assistant organist, attempted a
difficult program of music by Bach,
Mendelssohn, Franck, Smith, and
Messiaen. A measured amount of
success accompanied the recital.
The Bach Fugue in F Minor and
the Mendelssohn Sonata 111 suf-
fered from opening-of-the-program
jitters. This was not unexpected by
the artist, who had programmed
the works she was most familiar
with first. White has played both
works better, in performance or
performance conditions. Some-
where in the middle of the
Mendelssohn Sonata, her confi-
dence with the instrument sub-
sided, and a more musical manner
became evident.
Franck's opus 21 Final has a
great deal of unnecessary filler; the
piece does not fulfill the promise of
the exciting theme. White ex-
plained that the work is too boring
if taken slowly, allowing the theme
its full breadth. Livening the work
by speeding up the tempo sounds
wrong, however. If the artist felt
bored with the piece, she didn't
let the audience feel it; she played
it well.
Confidence growing, after the
intermission White tackled Robert
Smith's Toccata. This piece was
perhaps the most difficult on the
program, due to the many sudden,
1THE JESTERS PRESENTl
I ARTHUR KOPI
The Jesters' Spring Repertoire includes Indians by Arthur Kopit, featuring Jeff Hilburn shown here,
. photo by fames ttolton
comedy" is also commenting on
s o c i e t y ' s s t e r e o - t y p i c a l
characterizations. Two actors
complete the cast with Michael
Isko playing the policeman/aspiring
detective and Karen Webber all the
characters in his fantasy.
Otherwise Engaged is a more
subtle, loftier modern comedy that
deals with the selfishness of one
man in reacting to the conflicts that
arise in his life.
The Spring Repertoire is a totally
student-run program. Of particular
importance is the fact that it is all
student-directed. This lends an
appropriate interpretation to a
college setting such as Trinity's. An
interesting diversity in style and
social message, this year's Spring
Repertoire should not be missed.
The productions run from the
24th to the 27th. Admission is free,
but due to the intimate atmosphere
of Garmany Hall, seating will be
limited. Older your tickets in
advance. Otherwise Engaged can
be seen on Friday, April 24th and
Sunday, April 26th. On Saturday
and Monday, Copout and Indians
may be seen in succession. On each
night, all commence at 7:30.
quick manual changes. Again,
White carried the music of the
work, through the excellent quiet
middle section, which captured the
audience's attention as well as the
reviewer's.
The two Messiaen works, La
Banquet Celeste and Dieu Parmi
Nous closed the recital. The deli-
cate quality of the first was
matched by the dissonant, heavy,
loud chords of the second. Frankly,
1 thought that Dicu Parmi Nous was
the best performed piece on the
program. The sound, the harmony,
and the musicality of the perfor-
mance bowled me over. It's a sign
of what a senior recital really
means: showing that in four years
one can have learned about the
instrument, about performance,
about programming, but most
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continued from page 16
however, this explanation is admit-
tedly far fetched and based only on
speculation and an appreciation for
the bizarre.
In an exclusive Tripod interview,
this reporter had the distinct
pleasure of discussing vital art-
reJated issues with the artist. The
conversation took place in Mather
Hall in the Video Therapy Arcade.
Tripod; Have you ever played
"Berserk"?
E.S.: Yeah, but I'd rather play
pool. Vid«o games upset my libid-
nal balance,
Tripod: How have you seen the
advent of video games affecting
your art work?
E.S.: Definitely. In the
light/color vibration environment
which I featured in my show, I tried
to create an environmental analogy
to the types of disorientation that
occur in the use of this type of
video stimulation.
Tripod: How successful were you
in pursuing that goal?
E.S.: Fairly. The only problem
that I encountered was trying to
decide where to put the slot for the
quarters.
Tripod: What aboutthe paintings
in your show? What is it that makes
you want to paint in a highly
veristic manner?
E.S.; What actually interests me
about those paintings is not the
mimicry of real object in real space.
The thing that interests me is the in-
complete quality that is inherit in
any effort to attain verisimilitude.
Although the paintings might be
about the different kinds of sur-
faces or light, it is still paint on can-
vas and that is the reality that i
paint.
Tripod: What about pinball?
E.S.: Definitely my kind of
game. •
The dates for the Jesters' Spring Repertoire productions
have been changed. Otherwise Engaged will now be
seen on Friday, April 24th and Sunday, April 26th, At
7.-30 p.m. Indians and Copout will be performed on
Saturday, April 25th and Monday, April 27th also at
7:30 p.m.
"Jazz Fusion"
The Mary Wat kins Trio and
Linda Tillery wiil perform at Trinity
Coliege on Sunday, April 26 at 8:00
p.m. in the Washington Room of
the Mather Campus Center. Gen-
eral admission is S4.50. Trinity
student admission is SI,50. Tickets
are available in advance from the
Trinity College Women's Center at
527-3151, ext. 459, and can be
purchased at the door.
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More Sports
by Bill Paine
All three Varsity boats extended
their win records against
Georgetown and Drexel crews this
Saturday on. the Lake Carnegie ar-
tificial rowing course in Princeton,
NJ. Conditions were much better
than at last week's races and in-
comparably better than at Coast
Guard the week, before last, but
created less than perfect rowing
conditions. Nevertheless, the Prin-
ceton course offered the crews a
rare opportunity to gauge their ab-
solute speed over a straight 2000
tneters in currentless water.
The day was characterized by
unexpected results. DrexePs crews,
who were hardly competitive at all
last year, were much closer to the
winning times than was expected,
taking two of the IT events.
Georgetown's boats, on the other
hand, were not as dangerous as
Trinity's oarsmen had, feared,
although none of the races won
against them were easy wins. Trinity
provided the most surprises (at
least, for. the other crews), winning
six of the nine races in which there
was a Trinity entry, including an
impressive win by a Freshman
Heavyweight Four made up of oar-
Crews Race Georgetown and Drexel
Varsity Women Beat Undefeated Georgetown Crew
smen who had just finished rowing
in the Eight's event, which they had
also won.
Both Freshman Eights,
Heavyweight and Lightweight, won
by comfortable margins. The lights,
however, were unsure of the
location of the finish line and stop-
ped rowing 20 meters short of the
end of the course, losing a few
seconds while onlookers screamed
"Keep going!! Row!!" as they drif-
ted over the line. The heavies pulled
away from the Georgetown fresh-
men in the middle section of the
race, holding a comanding lead by
the finish. Times: (Heavy Frosh)
Trinity - 6:53.5, Georgetown -
6:58.2. (Light Frosh) Trinity
6:50.8, Georgetown - 7:06.6, Drexel
- 7:20.2. (Heavy Frosh 4) Trinity -
7:58.0, Georgetown - 8:12.3, Drexel
-8:13.0.
' The lightweights had mixed
results, the Varsity winning by 20
seconds with (deja vu?) the fastest
time of the day while the J.V. lost.
The Varsity took command of the
race from the start, but didn't break
away from Georgetown until about
l/3rd of the way into the race. The
J.V. suffered a disappointing race,
Women's varsity crew crosses the finish line in fine style. Photo bY Bil1 P a i n e
compounded by being forced to
wait an hour for their start while
Drexel changed boats. Unable to
find shelter from the sun, and
unaware of the reason for the delay
or its duration, the oarsmen were
extremely uncomfortable before the
race had even begun. Times: (Var-
sity) Trinity 6:37.9, Georgetown














422 New Britain Ave.
Hartford, Conn.- 06106
across from D&D Package
On Saturday, the Trinity Men's
and Women's Track and Field
teams participated in the" ten team
NESCAC meet held on the campus
ofUMASS.
Leading the men was senior Alex
Magoun, who blistered the all
weather track with a third place
finish in the 5000 meters (15.17.4).
Frosh Terry Rousseau and senior
Chip McKeehan secured fourths for
the Bants in the triple jump and
javelin respectively, Rosseau hop-
ped, skipped, and jumped 41'8"
while McKeehan flung the jav 52.84
meters,
Paul Merrigan, Rich Reading,
George Capozzi, and Pat Lyle
teamed to hdyt three handoffs and
lightning speed to capture fifth in
the 440 relay (45.5). Soph Dom
Rapini rounded out the scoring for
Trinity with a 6th place heave in the
shot put (13.4 meters). .
A contingent of Captain Julie
Behrens, Deb Cronin, Alison
Rohlfing, and Jean Durham blazed
to a 57.1 clocking in the 440 relay to
give the blue and gold a second
place finish. Soph Wendy Kershner
leaped 4'10" to add another second
to Trin's afternoon, Behrens con-
tinued her , fine sprinting as she
dashed to fourth place (13.8) in the
lOOmeterrun. -
. Liz Souder.and Jennifer Rudin
equalized their talents to tie for
third in the long jump (13*3/4")
while Deb Cronin captured sixth
place in the shot put with an 8 meter
toss. So far, five Bants have
qualified for the New England
Divison HI championships: Justin
George (hammer), Pat Lyle (100
meters), Alex Magoun (3 mile),
Chip McKeehan (javelin) and Dom
Rapini (shot put). Today, the thin
clads host the Cardinals of




CHOICE W8NES & LIQUORS
21 § New Britain Ave. Hartford, Conn.
6:58.6, Drexel 7:05.2. (J.V.)
Georgetown 6:59.9, Trinity 7:10.4,
Drexel 7:19.0.
The Heavyweights also split
results with the Varsity beating
Drexel by seconds and the Four
losing to Drexel by 6 seconds.
Times: (Varsity 8) Trinity 6:54.2,
Drexel 7:02.7, Georgetown 7:09.6.
(Varsity 4) Drexel 7:51.5, Trinity
7:57.8, Georgetown 8:01.0.
The Varsity Women extended
their unbeaten record at the expense
of a previously undefeated
Georgetown crew, a race that the
latter did not expect to lose. The
race was close, with only three or
a-ws
showed considerable improvement
over the week before, bui once
again were still one step behind
their competition, coming in third
by 0.4 seconds to two Georgetown
boats. Times: (Varsity) Trinity
7:46.6, Georgetown 7:48.9 (Novice)
Georgetown " A " 8:03.6,
Georgetown " B " 8:09.1, Trinity
8:09.5.
Trinity ended the day with 6 fir-
sts, 2 seconds, and 1 third;
Georgetown with 3, 7, and 2;
.Drexel with 2, 2, and 4. Trinity had
no entry for the J.V. Heavyweights
and scratched an entry for the
Freshman Light Four.
Next weekend, Trinity hosts
Connecticut College and Wesleyan
on our home course. Racing will
start shortly after 10:00 a.m. Sattir-
" '
exit on the ngntoTFoT
off the exit ramp and past oil tanksl
on right to boathouse.
Women's
 a Lacrosse Has
Finesse
continued from page 20
the incredible mid-field play of
Ruthie Strong. Like Sally Larkin in
the Varsity game, Strong was
responsible for Trin ball possessions
and the set up of strong offensive
and defensive play. Overall both the
Varsity and J.V. have pulled their
skills together and demonstrated
the finesse and aggressiveness that
has characterized their play in the
past.
Today the Bantams travel to N.
Hampton, Ma. to challenge Smith
and on Thursday will match
strengths with the West Point
Cadettes. Needless to say they
have a tough week ahead of them,
however, if they play as they did
against Holyoke, their opponents
could be in for a surprise.
i
Trinity lax- /omai covers her opponent closely, photo by etuis stanson
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More Sports
Sports Scene from the Summit
THE RITE OF SPRING
A 2-2 Week For Our National Pastime at Trinity
by Nick Noble
Spring is here! The grass is green, the sky is blue, and the voice of the umpire is
heard in the land.
Stravinsky had the right idea, I wonder if he c\;er saw a baseball game? His "Rite of
Spring," Fantasia aside, echoes familiarly America's rite of spring: the game of
baseball. More appropriate still, its strains follow closely Che pattern of this past week
in Trinity baseball, with a resounding triumph, an overwhelming calamity, and two
close, exciting games with completely opposite results, all ending in celebration.
The basoon starts alone, calling the players to the field and the spectators to the
sidelines. The coaches — Robie Shults and Jack Willin — hit hard fungoe grounds to
the crouched, alert Infielders. The fans arc finding their seats in the battered green
bleachers. The opponent is UHart.
The basoon plays on as the pitchers go through their warm-ups. The tension
builds, as Mike Schweighoffer delivers the first pitch of the game. A collective sigh as
he strikes out the first man he faces. And the seoend, The third pops up to Steve
Woods at short, and the threat has passed.
llaseball is a sonnet. It is created within strictly defined parameters; limitations
set not by the impersonal vagaries of a ticking clock, but, by the skill and efficiency of
the athletes on the field. Its nine innings are its required fourteen lines, the three outs
its prescribed meter. Yet, as in a sonnet, its strict framework is balanced by the
freedom of movement and expression allowed within its form. The hits, runs, outs,
errors, steals, strikes, and balls that dot the baseball landscape are the original ideas
and inspired products of artists: the players.
.Sometimes artists get carried away. Twenty-three hits, twenty-four runs, four
home runs — all Trinity records — as the Bantams pounded the Hawks of UHart 24-4.
It began with small, tentative explosions; with RBIsingle.s by Mike Elia and Frank Net-
coh in the second. Like Stravinsky, the tempo increases, the explosions become more
.sure, confident of victory. The horns signal the cacaphony of runs in the third inning
— eleven by one team, yet another Trinity record. Steve Ouglielmo leads off with a
double, the second of his four hits on the afternoon. Singles by Peter Martin and Todd
Dagres are followed by a Jim Bates home run, and the floodgates open. The inning
ends, a dozen batters later.
Schweighoffer pitches well for seven innings, striking out six men. The lead is a
comfortable 20-1, and it is time for the unsung heroes to flex their muscles. In the
eighth inning hurler Ander Wensberg, who had been experimenting in center field,
lines a double off the outfield fence in only his second at-bat of the campaign. He is
followed by Tom Savage, who cracks his premier Bantam home run, and the game is
over. It is colder, and ni:tiinn dark; you can feel it in the music.
iica we esteem baseball a.s n team .spurt it hew each individual can shine
'
ijtm the other hand, where the game is also a "national pastime, "it is
revered as an individual sport where teamwork is dominant. This subtle shift in em-
phasis is most fully appreciated in Japan, where American and Japanese players
com/>ete alongside each other, and feel the tension of their conflicting philosophies.
Yet hath these elements, whichever is considered paramount, together reflect the uni-
queness that is baseball. Unlike football or soccer, every baseball player has an.equal
chance to share the spotlight of the quarterback or the power-forward. Unlike hockey
or lacrosse, baseball cannot be played in a man-down or man-up situation, liach of
the nine players on the field is a part of a whole, and with any part missing, the team
will not function. The exquisite team effort at work in a neatly turned double-play, a
strong catcher's throw down to second, a precise relay from the outfield, and a well-
timed covering of the bag by a pitcher taking the toss from the first-baseman, is set
off, like a diamond in gold, by the ninth-inning lilil-double by an unsung pinch-
hitter that wins the game. In baseball, the star and the team are one.
On Thursday a team from Weslcyan took the measure of Trinity's stars 19-5 at
Middletown. Mike Shimeld, who had pitched twenty-one consecutive innings without
giving up an earned run, gave up two in the first inning, and was gone in the next stan-
za alter fifty-two pitches. Still, he worked hard, and it was a quintet of Bantam errors
thai caused let) unearned runs and put the contest out of reach for the visitors. The ba-
soon played lor ihe VCcsleyan fans. ;«ul these explosions sounded for the Cardinals.
An Kill double by Sieve (iuglielmo and ;t sacrifice fly by Peter Martin gave Trinity a
2-0 lead off of Wesley art's Todd Mojjren at the outset. Nine Bantam hits tried to keep
the game respectable, hut could not supplant iis treasonous .gloves, and the 100th
career victory of head coach Kobic Shults was postponed until the weekend.
Among the multitlude of sports and games in which twentieth century society in-
dulges, baseball is unique. It is not a battle of bodies armed with sticks or nets or.
booted feet, sheathed in armor or propelled along frozen lakes by blades of steel. It is
simply what its nickname has always implied: a bright, sunny, spring-summer
pastime where. Jur a brief warm afternoon, reality is suspended, and the intricate
complexities of the game at hand become the focus for all one's dreams and cares:
Saturday was the perfect baseball afternoon. The two teams were evenly matched —
Tufts and Trinity are both hard-hitting, hustling ballclubs with competent pitching and
crratieally brilliant fielding. In the first game Mike Brown sent the ball a mile for the
Bantam bsuwbdll pUjer mt&r* J *»>!«'* connection.
Trinity baseball team gathers together before a home game. Photo by John
Jumbos in the top second, and so Mike Elia played the same tune for the Bantams in the
bottom of the frame: his first round-tripper of the season. But Brown won the battle
for one-upmanship with a fourth inning clout, and the visitors edged their Hartford
hosts 5-3 in the first game of the double-header.
All eyes were riveted to the field for the second game. The players wanted to give
coach Shults his 100th win at home, and when an RBI two-bagger by Pete Martin
scored Jim Bates in the opening act, there was hope for rejoicing. But jt was close, nail-
biting, see-saw affair. Tied 1-1 after the first, Trinity went ahead 4-1 after four innings.
Irrthe top of the fifth the Jumbos went ahead 5-4, but a nine-run fifth inning for the
Bantams gave them the 13-5 edge. Mike Schweighoffer began to tire, and Tufts col-
lected three runs in the sixth, before he came out of the game ai^was replaced by
Mike Goss. The first batter to face Goss singled. Still, Mike only needed one out to
escape the inning: he could get the force. An error by the third baseman put men at the
corners, and Goss let a bad pitch get away from him — home run, bases cleared. The
next man singled: Trinity 13, Tufts 11.
Baseball is a drama In nine acts. One could argue that baseball is theatre as it
was intended to be; the way theatre today rarely is. Its nine actors appear
throughout. Some days some are just supporting players. On other days those same
athletes deliver virtuoso performances of star quality. And every game has a differen t
twist, a new bit of business, a surprise ending that even the actors do not know until
the curtain falls. No better play has ever been written than the story of the New York
Mets in 1969, and no finer moment of theatre, no scene replete with sheer drama, can
rival the seventh game of the 1975 World Series.
Goss bore clown. A strike, then a ball, then a strike, then a ball again.The fastball
came in — a good pitch, a hard pitch — strikeout. The Bantams went down 1-2-3 in
the bottom of the sixth, and with just a two run lead, Goss came in to do his stuff, He
worked the first batter a full count, before striking him out. Peter Martin made a nice
unassisted play on the next Jumbo hitter. But the next man singled, and Mike Goss gave
up a free pass to Tufts' clean-up hitter. The winning run was at the plate — Mike
Brown, already with two home runs on the day. Goss pitched carefully, and the count
filled up. Brown was looking for a fastball down, and Goss craftily slipped the
curveball over. Strikeout. Save. Robie's 100th victory.
liaseball is the ultimate spectator experience. It is not for the mob, caught up un-
controllably in the feverish passion of non-stop agresslon. It is for the fan, who
understands and appreciates the importance of each moment in an afternoon 'splay.
It is a rarely interrupted game: its time-outs part of the sport's spectacle. Each mope,
nod, twist, glance is of equal importance; not. secretive, huddled, but open and with
character. Yet baseball is unlike other rarely interrupted sports. It docs not carry the
crowd along on a cresting wave of emotion in a full-speed, break-neck rush of
adrenalin that thrills fieetingly and leaves the fan exhausted and worn. Baseball
allows, even expects, moments of serenity and re/lection. Observation, anticipation,
conversation, and second-guessing are all crucial segments of a baseball fan's ex-
perience. The spectator's emotions are not driven by one prolonged blast. They are
manipulated, inning by inning, propelled by subtle crescendos, dancing to a quiet
melody played, by each pitch on their senses. The booming fortes of excitement ex-
plode at surprising, unexpected moments, then just as quickly fall away, to give the
fan due time for pause, reflection, observation, conversation, and anticipation.
Baseball is not a war. It is a duel, and every spectator is a second.
A second loads the gun, keeps-track of the bullets, and how things are going for
the duelist. Likewise a fan keeps track: statistics, records, and who is doing well. Todd
Dagres hit two home runs in the second game against Tufts, tying his own record for
home runs in a game and a season (5), and extending his career mark to eleven. Peter
Martin and Steve Gugltelmo both hit .500 on the week. Martin has yet to make an error
at first. Mike lilia came into his own as a hitter and run producer, and Jim Bates upped
his average from .200 to .324 and found some power. On the pitching side Mike
Shimeld Is still the most reliable Bantam moundsman in years. Mike Schweighoffer has
looked impressive for u rookie, and Mike Goss, against Tufts, asserted himself as one of
Trinity's all-time greatest relievers.
The big offensive boon of the year is lead-off man Chuck Guck, The sophomore
with the poem for a name is batting .455 and has a .750 on base average, All-New
Engiand and All-America selection Peter Martin is second on the squad hitting .421.
This week the Bantams travel to WPI and UHart, and on Saturday they play host to
the Cardinals of Wcslcyan fora doubleheader. Another day, a new game: the players
begin their warm-ups. The crowd begins to climb the bleachers. There's that basoon,
again. Way to go, Igor.
"'Baseball is not a sport or a game
or a contest, ft is a state of mind,
and you can't learn it."
•—John Steinbeck (1965)
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Sports
Laxmen Defeat M.I.T. and Holy Cross; Suffer Upset
by Robert Falk
At the halfway point in the
season, the Men's Varsity Lacrosse
team has posted a 4-2 mark. Recent
victories have come at the expense
of M.I.T., 12-2, and Holy Cross,
21-4, while the Bants suffered an
upset at the hands of Westfield
State, 13-8.
Despite a tremendous 28 save ef-
fort by Engineer Goaltender
Adam Sapirstein, Trinity proved
too much last Saturday. Mike
Brigham and Ned Ide led the
Trinity charge, scoring four and
three goals respectively.
In the first half, Trinity stormed
out to a 7-0 halftime lead. Jamie
Birmingham put the Bantams in
motion at 6:48 of the first period
when he tallied an unassisted goal.
Brigham got his first goal at 11:35
as he scored unassisted,, and was
followed by Tom Chase and Ide at
13:Q7 and 13:35. Second period ac-
tion saw Ide sandwich two goals
around a Peter Duncan tally at
7:13.
M.I.T. finally scored when Bill
Larkins popped home an extra-man
goal at 8:25 of the third period.
Brigham got the extra-man goal at
8:25 of the third period. Brigham
got the goal back for Trinity when
he took a pass from Duncan and
beat Sapirstein while the Engineers
were one man down. Brigham
scored his third goal at 2:51 of the
final period when he took a pretty
feed from Freshman Steve Ryan. At
5:39, Trinity's extra-man unity
proved-successful when Duncan set
Mark Tiedemann up with his first
career goal. Brigham followed with
his fourth tally, and Birmingham
popped home the final Trinity goal
at 13:33. M.I.T. closed out the
scoring, finding the Trinity net 47
seconds before the final whistle.
Trinity dominated the game, ac-
cumulating 90 ground balls to 59
for M.I.T. Brigham and Duncan
paced a 62 shot Trinity barraged
with 13 and 11 respectively. The
Bantam defensive effort was
especially tough, limiting M.I.T. to
only 19 of 38 clears. Also, Trinity
claimed 15 of 18 face-offs.
Last Thursday, the Bantams
scored 17 consecutive goals while
shutting down Holy Cross for
nearly 43 minutes in route to a 21-4
passing on Crusader turf. After
Holy Cross had evened the score at
3-3 at the 12:57 of the first period,
the Trinity defense proved too
much, stifling the hosts' attack until
late in the fourth quarter.
After Mike Moriarty's extra-man
tally put Holy Cross on the board
first at 2:30 of the opening stanza,
Duncan knotted the score off a feed
from Brigham. Moriarty gave the
homestanding Crusaders their last
lead of the day when he popped
home an unassisted goal at 6:31.
Trinity's Birmingham then decided
to take matters into his own hands,





After two disappointing first
week losses to tough Amherst and
Dartmouth squads, the JV tennis
team led by their new coach Kirk
Cameron posted a successful
second week with three victories
and only one loss. •
The busy week consisted of fojur
away matches. In the first against
Avon Old Farms, Trinity pulled out
a 6-3 win by winning all three
doubles matches. On Wednesday
the junior netmen devastated
Springfield 9-0. The only loss of the
week came the follwing day when
the netmen travelled to Taft. There
were many three set matches in
which Taft prevailed and the net-
men received a resounding 7-2 loss.
The two wins came from Mike
Havard and Rob Ahrensdorf at the
No. 5 and No. 6 singles positions.
On Saturday the junior netmen
dismantled the walking calculators
from MIT by a one-sided 8-1 score.
Individually, Trinity was led by
three undefeated team members.
Playing number one for the JV's,
Kurt-Berky, posted a 3-0 record
while Freshman havard and Junior
Ahrensdorf went 4-0 and 3-0 res-
pectively. ""
This week the squad has two
home matches against perennial
powerhouse Williams at 3:00 pm on
Wednesday and arch-rival
Wesleyan at 2:00 pm on Saturday.
Come support Bantam tennis.
tallying goals at 8:20 and 9:26. The
Junior attackman's second goal
came after a fine feed from Captain
Scott Growney. Though Rich
Devlin tied the game momentarily
with an unassisted goal, Bir-
mingham started Trinity on its
highest outburst this season when
he added his second unassisted
score at 13:54, • " ^
The second period was
dominated by the Bantams, as HoJv
Cross found themselves on the
short end of a 10-3 score at half-
time. Craig Vought started the
procession of second period goals
when he rifled home a shot at 3:30.
Vought's goal was followed by
scores from Duncan, Ide, Brigham,
Rob Wendin and Brigham again.
Brigham's second goal was assisted
by Growney, starting a string which
would see the senior attackman
have a hand in Trill's next five
goals.
Trinity picked up where it left off,
in the second half when Growney
took a pass from Midfielder Jim
Samsel and tickled the net at 2:22 of
the third period. Growney assisted
Vought.'s second goal at 7:38 before
scoring back to back at 11:02 and
11:45. Brigham followed suit two
minutes later before Birmingham
closed the third period with his
fourth goal at 14:19.
Growney started the fourth
period off with a bang when he
scored an unassisted goal only X&
seconds tot©: & ' 4 f t t f ^ ! M 9 9 $
-photo by Keryn Crohs
Dalton followed with goals for
Westfield, and Growney gave the
hosts something to cheer about
when he powered in a goal with one
second remaining in the first half.
Westfield took a lead it would
never look back on when Hartford
scored an extra-man goal at 2:03.
Hartford increased the visitor's lead
Varsity Laxwomen Edged Gut
by Burly Huskies
Last Thursday, in front of a
devoted home crowd, the women's
lacrosse team took to the field
against U. Conn in an attempt to
continue their winning record. Un-
fortunately, the Varsity Lady Bants
were not at their best, as they suf-
fered a crushing loss of 7-6 against
the burly Huskies. At the outset of
the game, the attack came on strong
as shot after shot "rang out" off
of the pads of the Conn, goalie. The
Bantams dominated total ball con-
trol, but could aoLwbrk it around
the zone defense enough to garner
winning goals.
By the half Nolen, Brandy, and
Benzel had scored and Schwartz had
provided two crucial assists, yet
these points proved insufficient to
insure a Trin win. Low morale on
the Bantams part and the confiden-
ce of the Huskies provided the
defeating edge for the hometown
players.
Frustrated with the Varsity game,
the J.V. team turned the tides, and
defanged their Huskie opponents
with an impressive 10-1 victory.
Although impressive play was
exemplified by the entire team, cer-
tain players radiated among the
rest. Amy Waugh not only played
an excellent game of defense, but
she also added two more goals to
her scoring record. Ruthie Strong
in turn made vital connecting cuts,
thereby setting up Linda Johnson,
Laura Gill, Lisa Sperry and Lisa
Donahue with goal-scoring assists.
After Thursday's tumultuous
match, the entire Bantam team was
psyched up for the kill in South
Hadley, Ma. against Mt. Holyoke.
Although tired from the previous
day, the Varsity in particular
powered through their opponents
with a well deserved 10-5 win. The
best play of the day was undoub-
tedly exemplified by cover point
Sally Larkin who beat her opponent
to the ball everytime, thereby set-
ting up Trin ball possession
throughout the ga»ne^_
Offensively Lisa Nolen pounded
in five goals, followed by Dottie
Burdy and Susie Schwartz with two
apiece and Lainey Lynch with one
to insure the Trin victory. Fast
breaks, accurate passing, and well
played shots were vital factors to
this win as was the tremendous goal
tending of Anne Madaradz.
The Trin J.V. in turn had the
momentum set for them and they-
carried through well in a neck and
neck game that they won 13-11.
Lisa Sperry was high scorer of the
day with four goals, followed by
Laura Gill with two and Lisa
Donahue, Michelle Rosner, Amy
Waugh, Linda Johnson, Hillary
Spizziri and Marego Athens each
tallying a goal.
Although each of these goals
reassured the Trin victory, much of
the success of this game rested on
continued on page lu
g¥ve Growney his"fourth1 assist to
match four goals when he found the
net one minute later. From this
point, Ide Redded to add to this
goal total teaming with Duncan
twice to give Trinity a lopsided 20-3
lead. Tom Griffith ended the Cross
scoring drought at 10:56, before
Freshman Barclay Hansen added
insult to injury with his first goal of
the season at 11:05. ;
Trinity dominated nearly every
facet of the game, picking up 85
ground balls to only 54 for the
Crusaders. The Bantam attack kepf
Holy Cross netminder Tom
Bresnahan seeing shots all day, as
Trinity posted a 59-21 edge. Also,
Trinity dominated the face-off
contest,'making good on 20 of 28.
Offensively, Growney paced the
Trinity thrust with a four goal, four
assist performance. Duncan added
six points on three goals and three
assists, while Birmingham and
Brigham totaled five points each. .
The day before the Holy Cross
game, Trinity came out flat and fell
by a 13-8 count to Westfield State.
Paul Hartford's five goal, three
assist day combined with a strong
20 save effort from Goaltender
Marty Curran proved too much for
Trinity. Although the game was
even at the half, 6-6, Westfield took
the game from;Trinity with a strong
second half •. •,
Bill Schaufler opened the scoring;
for Trinity ujhen he scored an-
unassisted goal at 3:32. Hartford-
countered at 5:24, before Brigham-
gave Trinity a 2-1 lead at 9:37. Peter
Larson scored off a Hartford feedi
one minute later, before goals" by
Growney and Brigham gave Trinity
its biggest lead of the afternoon, 4-'
2. Hartford gave Westfield a boost
late in the first period when he ad-!
ded his second goal three seconds,
twfore time expired. ..•
Hartford evened the score at 4-4
with his third goal at 5:40 of the
second period, before Midfielder
Tom Chase gave Trinity its last lead
of the day. Andy Urigham and Mark
ToTinWTnlSBfr1
Trinity Goaltender Gregg Caserta
at 5:56. Though Brigham brought jj |
Trinity within one with a goal ar*
8:34, it would prove to be as close
as the Bants would come the rest of -
the day. Bob Tenaglia started West-
field on a five goal outburst when-
he scored at 14:20 to give the
visitors a 9-7 margin entering the
final 15 minutes.
Only 42 seconds into the final
period, Dalton increased the lead to
10-7 as he made good on a Larson
feed. Larson scored his own goal
one minute later, and waited nine
more minutes before tallying on an
extra-man situation. Brigham ad-
ded a goal at 11:40, before
Growney scored the last goal of the
game at 12:27.
•. Trinity dominated the battle for ^
ground balls, claiming 80 to only 54
for Westfield. The Bantams outshot
Westfield, 54-37, and took 16 of 22
face-offs, but managed only two
goals in seven man-up situations.
Through six games, Growney
leads the scoring race with 16 goals
and 11 assists. Duncan trails with 11
goals and 12 assists, and is
followed by Brigham with 22 points,
including a team high 18 goals,
Birmingham, 10-9-19, and Ide 9-2-
11. Craig Vought and Chase have
added four goals each. "
The Laxmen traveled to Babson
yesterday for a 3:00 contest. This
Saturday, Trinity hosts arch-rival
Williams in its final home ap-
pearance this season. The game,
scheduled for a 2:00 face-off, pits a
Renzie Lamb coached Ephmen club
against a Trinity team that defeated
Williams 7-5 in pre-season action in
Tampa, Florida. Last season,
Trinity lost to Williams during the
regular season, before coming back
to up-end Williams in the Division
Three playoffs. Follwing the
Williams game, trinity will finish
the regular season on the road.
Away games include New Havenv
Wesleyan, Connecticut College,
and Springfield.
